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ABSTRACT

What do Today's Business Travelers W ant in Terms o f Business Service Amenities.

by
Won S. Sec
Dr. Stowe Shoemaker, Examination Committee Chair
Assistant Professor of Hotel Management
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
In the United States the numbers of business travelers has been growing at an
increasing rate, becoming an important source of income in the hospitality industry. In
1995, according to the around 1.6 million businesses travelers traveled more than 50,000
miles and this number increased by seven percent from 1994.
Business travelers are the major market segment of the hotel industry since most
business travelers stay hotels or motels during their business trips. In 1995, sixty-six
percent of business travelers stayed in hotel or motels and that percentage is almost
double of the leisure travelers’ percentage (39%).
As the number of business travelers continues to increase, the hotel industry needs
to be ready to provide services for their major market segment. This requires that the
industry should understand business travelers needs and wants.
The purpose of this study was to identify the business service amenities that
business travelers need at a hotel when they travel for business. Four objectives were
established. The first objective was to identify those factors that influence business
travelers to choose one hotel over another when they travel for business. The second
objective was to identify one, if business travelers want hotels to have business centers;
iii
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and two, the business service amenities they want in the business centers. The third
objective was to identify the business service amenities that business travelers want in
their hotel rooms. The fourth objective was to identify the pricing o f business service
amenities.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the United States the numbers o f business travelers has been growing at an
increasing rate, becoming an important source o f income in the hospitality industry. In
1996, business travelers registered fifty-nine percent of the hotel industry’s occupied
rooms, a five percent increase fi-om 1995 (Koss, 1996). In 1995, around 1.6 million
business travelers each traveled more than 50,000 miles and this number increased by
seven percent firom 1994 (Miller, 1996). As can be seen in Figure 1, the volume of
business travel increased thirty-three percent from 1985 to 1995 (Travel Market Report
1995).
Business travelers are the major market segment of the hotel industry for many
reasons. First, most business travelers stay at hotels or motels during their business trips.
In 1995, sixty-six percent o f business travelers stayed in hotels or motels, a figure that is
almost double that o f the leisure travelers' (39%). The lower percentage for leisure
travelers is a result o f the fact that many such travelers stay at fiiends and relatives
(Travel Market Report 1995).
In addition, seventy-two percent of business travelers stayed at hotels or motels
during the weekdays in contrast to only forty-two percent of leisure travelers stayed
1
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Figure 1 Volume of Business Travel (From
Travel Market Report, 1995, p23)

hotels or motels during the weekdays (Travel Market Report. 1995). Additionally, in
contrast to leisure travelers, the hotel industry can rely on business travelers throughout
the year since they do not have seasonality in contrast to leisure travelers.
The second reason that business travelers are a major market segment in the hotel
industry is that business travelers often travel on short notice. Thus, they cannot take
advantage of an advanced reservation discount. They are also less able to change plans to
take advantage o f lower rates. As evidence for this, consider that business travelers paid
$70.40 per room night in 1995. This rate is $5.60 more than the leisure travelers paid in
during the same time period (Lodging Industry profile. 1995).
As the number o f business travelers continues to increase, the hotel industry needs
to be ready to provide services for their major market segment. This requires that the
industry understand business travelers needs and wants. One such need is in the area o f
business service amenities.
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Even though business service amenities are important to business travelers, hotels
are not sure what business travelers want and not many hotels offer the amenities
business guests want (Koss, 1996), In this regard, it is important for the hotel industry to
understand one, if business service amenities are crucial to the business travelers; and
two, what kind o f service amenities they need. This information is important because all
business services are worthless unless guests use them.

Statement o f Problem
The overall purpose of this study was to identify the business service amenities
that business travelers need at a hotel when they travel for business.
Four objectives were established. The first was to identify those factors that
influence business travelers to choose one hotel over another when they are traveling for
business. The second was to identify if business travelers want hotels to have business
centers and, if so, what business service amenities they want. The third objective was to
identify the business service amenities business travelers want in their hotel rooms. The
fourth objective was to identify the price business travelers are willing to pay for a variety
of business service amenities.

Justification
One o f the major reasons that the hotel industry does not meet the business needs
of today’s business travelers is that many hotels were built in the 1970s and 1980s and no
longer satisfy the needs o f today’s high-tech business guests (Koss, 1996). The hotels
need to create fresh and new service products for their business guests who are their
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major market segments. Although some major hotel companies are trying to upgrade
their business service amenities, many hotels are farther behind in meeting the business
traveler’s expectation. Since upgrading business service facilities and offering new
business services are expensive, it is important for the hotel industry to study their
business guests' wants and needs prior to the offering of business services.
The information obtained as a result o f this study will benefit the hotel and
tourism industry so that they can provide business services that fit the needs and wants of
today’s business travelers. Additionally, such information can be used to develop an
appropriate strategy to capture this growing market.

Delimitation o f the Study
The scope o f this study was delimited by: (1) establishing a definition as to who
is a business traveler; (2) confining the research to measuring business travelers’ needs
of each business service; and (3) confining the research to testing the established
hypotheses.
Further, this study was delimited to business travelers who were traveling for
business purposes during the last 12 months and stayed overnight in paid
accommodations. Definitions used in this study are discussed next.

Definition o f Terms
Traveler (Tourist)
A visitor who visits a place away firom his/her own home, for business or leisure
purpose, stays away fi-om home more than twenty-four hours, and intends to
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return home %ain.
Business Traveler
A business traveler in this study means an individual who travels for business
purposes such as sale, technical consultation, scientific expeditions, conventions,
company travel, and education travel.
Frequent Business Traveler
A firequent traveler in this study means an individual who travels 10 times or more
than 10 times for business purpose per year.
Nonfirequent Business Traveler
A nonfirequent traveler in this study means an individual who travels less than 10
times for business purpose per year.
Leisure traveler
An individual who travels for pure pleasures; includes a vacation traveler.
Business center
The area in the hotel where guests can utilize business service amenities such as
computers, fax machines, photocopy machine, etc.
Business room
One type o f hotel guestroom that is equipped with business facilities such as a fax
machine, a computer, a copy machine, a printer and so on.
Convention
A formal meeting or assembly for information, consultation and discussion
purposes usually attended by large numbers o f people.
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Hotel
An establishment providing accommodation, food and drink for reward
mainly to travelers and temporary residents, usually meals and
refreshments are provided (Medlik, 1993).
Seasonality
Variation according to the time or seasons of the year, which tend to exhibit a
similar pattern from year to year, and effect tourism

Summary
Business travelers are an important market segment since most o f them stay in
hotels and most spend more than leisure travelers. As the number of business travelers
continues to increase, the hotel industry needs to be ready to provide services for their
major market segment. This requires that the industry understand business travelers
needs and wants.
The purpose of this study was to identify the business service amenities that
business travelers need at a hotel when they traveling for business. The information
obtained as a result of this study will benefit the hotel industry and the tourism industry
so that they can offer and design business services that fit the needs and wants o f today’s
business travelers. The next chapter will examine the research findings related to
business travelers and business services in the hotel.
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CHAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introductioii
The purpose o f this chapter is to examine and integrate concepts and research
findings related to business travelers and business centers in hotels. The topics firom the
literature include the number o f business travelers, the characteristics of business
travelers, today’s business travelers’ needs, business services in hotels, hotel selection,
gender-based differences in the business traveler, and future trends o f business travel.
The intent is to document support for the choice of the theoretical framework used in the
present study and to examine what has been found in the past.

The Number o f Business Travelers
In 1995, business travelers registered 207.8 million trips. This rose by eight
percent from 1994 and the numbers are continuously growing (Travel Market Report.
1995). Historical reviews show that the number o f business travelers has been very
sensitive to the economic conditions in the U.S.. According to the data in the Travel
Market Report (19951. the number o f business travelers declined when the U.S. economy
experienced a recession and the number o f business travelers rose as the economy
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recovered. During the early 90's, the U.S. economy experienced a major recession
starting in 1989 after an economic boom period in the mid-1980s. Identically, the
number of business travelers was up and down in the same pattern in the same period of
time. For instance, during the mid-1980s, the growing U.S. economy led to an increasing
amount o f business travel. In 1985, the number o f business travelers increased sixteen
percent, and the number was increased thirteen percent in 1987.
In contrast, during the recession from 1989 to 1992, there were twenty million less
trips taken. This was due to companies reducing the trips taken and the number o f coworkers sent on each trip. However, business travel picked up as the economy recovers
after 1992.

The Characteristics o f Business Travelers
The largest single reason for business traveling in 1996 was to attend a meeting,
conference, or trade show. The next largest reasons for business trips were consulting,
sales, company operations, physical work, and management. (Cholewka, 1996).
According to Travel Industrv World Yearbook (1996), business travelers who travel for
convention stayed an average o f four days and spent $838. The association that manages
the conventions spent on average $124,217 to prepare the meetings and they stayed an
average o f five days. In this regard conventioneers are a significant market for the hotel
industry (Travel Industrv World Yearbook. 1996).
In 1993, the destination most favored by U.S. business travelers was Chicago,
primarily because o f its central location and its popularity as a conference city. New
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York and Los Angeles were rated second and third. Toronto and Vancouver led the
choice o f destinations outside the U.S. (Loverseed, 1993).
One o f main characteristics of business travelers is that they stay fewer nights than
leisure travelers. However, they travel more miles than leisure travelers and stay more
frequently. So, what they lack in length of stay, they make up in frequency of stay.
According to Travel Market Report (1995), business travelers spend an average o f 3.1
nights on each trip in 1995, which is up from previous years. In contrast, in 1995, leisure
travelers stayed an average of 3.8 nights. In 1995, business travelers traveled 1,022 miles
on average round trip compared to 781 miles for leisure travelers (Travel Market Report.
1995).
There are also differences between business and leisure travelers in terms o f their
usage o f the business service amenities. Usually business travelers use other business
services such as rental cars, travel agent and hotel more frequently than leisure travelers
do. In 1995, twenty two percent of business trips involved the use of rental cars, while
only eight percent o f leisure travel involved the use of rental cars. Additionally, nineteen
percent of business trips were booked with a travel agent and sixty six percent of business
travelers used hotels. In contrast, only six percent of leisure trips were booked with travel
agent and thirty-nine percent of leisure trips involved hotels in 1995 (Travel Market
Report. 1995).

What Today’s Business Travelers Need
Stephens (1990) said that industry perception of business travelers’ need is:
Business travelers are in a hurry and want fast check-in/out, even
automatically if possible. Meal service should be quick and efficient.
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especially at breakfast. Also, the frequent business traveler requires
special services such as photocopy equipment, frequent guest stay
program, nonsmoking rooms with writing desks, and executive floors
with cocktail lounges. (HSMAI Marketing Review, 1990, p.21)
According to the many industry journals and hoteliers, business travelers’ needs
and wants are summarized as “business travelers are looking for home away from home
and office away from office.” (Barker 1992, Hill 1996, Koss 1996 and Pierson 1996)
First, consider the statement that business travelers are looking for a home away
from home. Many business travelers want hotel rooms that make them feel like they are
at home. Therefore, they want cleanliness, comfort, safety, attentive service and peace
and quiet (Pierson, 1996).
Next, consider the statement that business travelers are looking for an office away
from the office. Marriott’s research reported that seventy percent o f over 1,000 frequent
business travelers used their room as an office when they are traveling for business (Hill,
1996). One reason for this is that they need to be productive when they travel for
business (Liberson, 1994). This is a result of tightened travel budgets and the
competitiveness o f business today. The discovery that almost two in three business
travelers are carrying a laptop provides evidence for the desire to be productive on the
road (Forbes, 1997). As a part of perspective, the results of the study presented in
Chapters 3-5, almost seventy-eight percent of frequent travelers carry laptops.
What kind o f business service amenities can keep business travelers productive on
the road? Breen (1990) states that portable phones, laptop computers and portable
fax/answering machines can help business travelers’ productivity. Also Parsloe (1992)
listed a computer in the guestroom, laser printer, fax machine connected to a separated
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phone line and useful software as essential amenities for business travelers’ productivity.
Carper (1994) suggests more facilities such as free video movies and centrally located
photocopy machine. Further, availability o f dataports and Internet access from a hotel are
considered needs o f business travelers (Haring, 1996). Baum (1993) mentioned an up-todate business center as one o f six basic features any business hotel must have and other
features include an “office-friendly” guestroom, a health club, a lounge, special check-in
desk, and casual restaurant. Although not many hotels offer these business services, Koss
(1996) predicts that these business amenities will be standard features in hotels in the
future.

Business Services in Hotels
The concept o f an office away from the office is rapidly spreading through the
hotel industry.
ITT Sheraton Corp. introduced Corporate Club Room available to business
travelers in the club levels o f its North American properties. Corporate Club Room has
an enhanced work place that includes a Hewlett Packard OfGce Jet, which is a
combination fax/copier/printer. Also the hotel does not charge for copies, printing, or
incoming faxes (Koss, 1996).
Hyatt developed a program called Hyatt Business Plan, which provides in-room
business services such as a large desk with enhanced lightning, a fax machine and a desk
telephone with computer hookup. This costs $15 more than a regular room (Carroll,
1994). Hyatt business plan rooms are available in 90 properties that are located in the
business destination areas in North America.
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Radisson Hotels International also introduced Business Class guestrooms, which
offer in-room movies, in-room computers or laptop hookup and daily newspapers. The
hotel charges $15 to $20 more per night for these rooms, but the fees for fax service at
business center or front desk are waived for Business Class guests (Carroll, 1994).
Hilton Hotel created the Smart Desk room for business travelers in 1996. The
Smart Desk plan provides a PC loaded with all sorts of software, fax services, access to
corporate e-mail and network service on-line, print from business software/laptop,
business software, and 24-hour toll free support hotline. Smart Desk rooms cost $25 to
$35 more than regular room (H&MM. 1996). However, Hilton Hotels soon found that a
computer with a variety of software in Smart Desk is not exactly what business travelers
want since many business travelers carry their own laptops. Thus, instead of computers,
Hilton started offering larger desks, Internet access from Infone in its lobby and through
the television set in guestroom, and multiple telephone lines. Hilton’s Garden Inn, which
the is new budget segment hotel o f Hilton, will have a fax machine, a computer printer,
and desk with built in electric outlet (Bigness and Dahl, 1996).
Delta Hotel & Resorts, the Toronto-based hotel chain, has developed in-room
business offices in its Canadian properties. The Delta business room is equipped with a
fax machine (with private number and capability to photocopy), speakerphone, laser
printer, data port for use with a modem (Auer, 1995). The hotel provides a halogen lamp
and an ergonomic chair for their business zone room guest (Kohnstamm, 1994). They
charge $15 more than their corporate or regular room rate. Delta Hotels’ business zone
room has been successful since its first appearance in September, 1994, which has created
about eight percent occupancy (Auer, 1995).
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Westin Hotels created “Guest Office” and “Room 2000” to provide business
services for their business guests in 55 business destination hotels. The “Guest Office”
and “Room 2000 are equipped with the most advanced business equipment, including
data port and faster phone system (Forbes. 1997).
Marriott’s “Room that works” program, which is available in more than 16,000
rooms at 138 hotels in U.S., offers a desk on wheels with two power jacks and a modem
port, and an ergonomic chair (Forbes. 1997). The significance different about Marriott’s
program is, unlike other programs, the “Room that works” is available for business
travelers at no extra charge.
Double Tree Hotel is taking a different approach from other hotels. Double Tree
Hotels do not have any business service equipment in the guestrooms. Since they believe
business travelers do not want to work and sleep in the same room, they offer a separate
business center with private work stations (Bigness and Dahl, 1996).

Price Sensitivity Management
Although hotels offer many kind o f business services, if the prices are much
higher than guests are willing to pay, business travelers are not going to use the services.
Lewis and Shoemaker (1997) assert that the hotel industry should measure customer’s
price sensitivity before establishing prices. To do this they propose the price-sensitive
measurement. Lewis and Shoemaker (1997) state;
Price-sensitive measurement examines customer’s price perceptions by
determining the level o f customer resistance as they relate to perceived quality and
the market range of acceptable price for a specific product or service (Cornell
Hotel and Restaurant Administration Ouarterlv. p48)
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Lewis and Shoemaker (1997) state the degree o f customers’ price sensitiveness
can be measured by using the optimal pricing point, the indifference point and the price
stress. The indifference pricing point, where an equal number o f people say the product
or a service is “cheap” or “expensive,” is shown in Figure 2. The optimal price, where an
equal number o f people say the price to be too expensive (customers are not expected to
buy) and the price to be too cheap (customers does not trust the quality), is shown in
Figure 3. The distance between the indifference price point and optimal price pricing
point expresses the price stress, shown in Figure 4.
If the distance between two points is far, it means that there is a heavy stress on
the price. In other words, customers are very price-conscious in this case. In contrast, if
the distance between two points is closer, customers are less price-conscious when they
purchase the product or service being studied.
Price-sensitivity measurement is a very useful tool for establishing price in the
hospitality industry especially for new services such as business services in hotels.

Hotel Selection Study
There have been several studies of business travelers in the past few years
examining what services they look for when selecting hotels. However, the results o f
studies have been mixed. Baum (1990) revealed that business facilities in hotels are
important, but Weaver/Oh (1993) and Lee's (1993) studies showed business services are
not important. In addition, Shifflet (1992) studied traveler preference in close location vs.
quality.
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In a poll o f 400 U.S. business travelers with household incomes of at least
$50,000, business facilities received important ratings from eighty-one percent o f
respondents (Baum, 1990). According to the head concierge at the Drake Swissotel in
New York City, three of the ten most important amenities for frequent executive business
travelers were business related services —fax transmittals, photocopies and secretarial
services (Baum, 1990).
The result o f Weaver/Oh’s study (1993) however, was in contrast with Baum’s
findings (1990). In the study by Weaver and Oh (1993), infrequent and frequent business
travelers were compared in terms o f what they consider important with regard to hotel
service. The objective of this study was to discover the most and least important hotel
services as a comparison between frequent and infrequent business traveler. There were
3,187 subscribers randomly selected from the subscriber’s list of Comorate Meetings and
Incentives and a total o f433 usable surveys were returned and used for this study
(Weaver and Oh, 1993).
Respondents were asked to respond to each service on a scale of one to five (one
= very unimportant, five = very important). Table 1 shows a comparison of the average
response to each of the 56 important hotel service items for frequent and infrequent
business travelers. Weaver and Oh (1993) stated that the items that received an average
value o f 3.5 or higher from either frequent travelers or infrequent travelers groups would
be considered in the important category. The 18 services considered important were:
•

Convenient to business;

•

Good reputation;

•

Friendly staff;

•

Cleanliness;
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Table 1.
The Most and Least Important Hotel Services
Average
total sample

Average
infrequent

Average
Exact
frequent statistical significance*

4.2
4.0
4.1
4.5
4.0
4.0
4.4
4.3
3.7
3.9
3.7
4.0
4.2
3.6
3.3
4.2
3.7
3.6

4.1
4.0
4.0
4.5
4.0
4.0
4.3
4.1
3.6
3.9
3.6
4.0
4.1
3.3
3.5
4.1
3.7
3.6

4.3
4.0
4.1
4.5
4.1
4.1
4.4
4.3
3.7
3.9
3.8
4.0
4.3
3.7
3.2
4.3
3.6
3.6

0.172
0.937
0.127
0.261
0.352
0.230
0.272
0.010***
0.567
0.623
0.224
0.429
0.125
0.002***
0.025***
0.063
0.682
0.473

2.1
2.6
2.7
2.5
2.5
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.6
2.1
2.5

2.1
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.5
2.2
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.6
2.3
2.7

2.1
2.7
2.7
2.4
2.5
2.3
2.3
2.2
2.3
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.5
2.1
2.3

0.499
0.227
0.188
0.026***
0.967
0.108
0.699
0.206
0.578
0.835
0.804
0.881
0.882
0.073
0.009***

3.1
2.9
3.3
2.9
2.7
2.7
3.2
2.9
2.8
3.0
3.0
3.3
2.8
3.0
2.9
2.8
3.1
3.0
3.0
2.8
3.0
3.3
3.0

3.1
3.0
3.3
3.0
2.7
2.8
3.2
3.0
2.8
3.0
3.0
3.3
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.0
2.7
3.0
3.3
3.0

3.1
2.8
3.3
3.8
2.6
2.7
3.3
2.8
2.7
3.1
2.9
3.3
2.9
3.1
2.9
2.7
3.2
3.0
3.1
2.9
3.0
3.3
3.1

0.219
0.327
0.348
0.105
0.441
0.697
0.745
0.046
0.534
0.520
0.970
0.865
0.154
0.016***
0.696
0.045***
0.755
0.838
0.100
0.019
0.654
0.824
0.150

IntD ortant"

Convenient to your business
Good reputation
Friendly staff
Cleanliness
Safety and security facilities
Well-maintained furnishings
Comfortable mattresses and pillows
Good quality towels
Personal care amenities
Wake-up calls
Free cable
Free local telephone
No surcharge for long distance calls
Free newspaper
Family restaurant
On-premise parking
Pre-arranged check-in
No-smoking rooms
Unimoortant

Impressive advertising
Airline Sequent traveler program
Hotel Sequent traveler program
In-room safe
In-room VCR
In-room mini-bar
In-room whirlpool/tub
Iron and ironing board
Hairdryer
Bathrobe
Computer
Secretarial service
Audio-visual equipment
Game room
Handicap accessible rooms
Neither imoortant nor unimoortant

Convenient to airport
Convenient to downtown
Low price
Travel agent recommendation
Fimess facilities
Medical service
Meeting facilities
Banquet facilities
Concierge floor
Room service (meals)
In-room coffee/tea
Free continental breakfast
Copy machine
Fax machine
Bar and lounge
Snack bar/gift shop
Gourmet restaurant
Vending machines
Laundry service
Valet service
Bellman service
In-room check-out
Suite rooms
C

«raltia

a*

liv ra i

•* Scale; l=Vcry important, 2=Unimportant, 3=Ncither important nor unimportant, 4=Important,
5=Very important
*•* These values are significant at or below the 0.05 level.
Source. International Journal of Contemporary Management (Nov, 1993), pl9
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Safety and security o f facilities;
Well-maintained furnishings;
Comfortable mattresses and pillows;
Good quality towels;
Personal care amenities;
Wake-up calls;
Free cable;
Free local telephone;
No surcharge for long distance calls;
Free newspaper;
Family restaurant;
On-premises parking;
Pre-arranged check-in;
No-smoking rooms.
Weaver and Oh (1993) also considered the items that received an average value
less than or equal to 2.5 in the unimportant group. The 15 services considered
unimportant were:
Impressive advertising;
Airline frequent traveler program;
In-room safety;
In-room VCR;
In-room mini-bar;
In-room whirlpool/tub;
Iron and ironing board;
Hair dryer;
Bathrobe;
Computer;
Secretarial service;
Audio-visual equipment;
Games room;
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•

Handicap accessible rooms.
The significant finding from this study is that many business services were

classified in either the unimportant category or neither important nor unimportant
category. For example, a computer, a secretarial service and audio-visual equipment were
rated as unimportant hotel services. Also copy machine, fax machine and meeting facility
were rated neither important nor unimportant hotel services. These results are in contrast
with Auger’s report (1995), which stated that the eighty four percent of business guests in
hotel wants to use business facilities.
A second study by Lee (1993) also showed the unpopularity of business facilities
for business travelers. This study analyzed the relationship between personal value and
hotel selection criteria for U.S. business travelers and Korean business travelers. Surveys
were sent to a random sample o f 1,000 subscribers o f Travel Smart magazine in U.S.
In Lee’s (1993) study, twenty hotel choice criteria were used (see Table 2). Each
criterion was measured on a 5-point scale, from 1 (very unimportant) to 5 (very
important). “Cleanliness o f hotel” (p = 4.61) was the most important choice criteria for
hotels for the U.S. sample and “safety and security” (p = 4.52) was the second most
important choice. The criterion “ availability copy machine” (p = 2.4) was considered a
much less important factor for hotel selection. Overall, Lee’s study (1993) showed that
business travelers were more concerned with basic features o f hotels, while extra features
o f the hotel were considered to be much less important.
The feature "location" was highly ranked in both the Weaver/Oh' study (1993) and
the Baum' study (1990). In both studies it was rated more important than business
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Table 2.
The Importance o f Hotel Services for Hotel Selection
U.S.

Choice
Criteria

Mean

Cleanliness of Hotel

4.614

1

Safety and Security

4.515

2

Comfortable Mattress & Pillow

4.315

3

Friendly Service of Hotel Staff

4.187

4

No Smoking Rooms

4.174

5

Well-maintained Furishings

4.124

6

Free Local Telephone Calls

3.876

7

Low Price

3.775

8

Good Reputation o f Hotel

3.680

9

Convenient to Business

3.601

10

Family Restaurant

3.300

11

Convenient to Downtown

3.267

12

Room Service

2.809

13

Hotel Frequent Travel Program

2.626

14

Concierge Floors

2.621

15

Travel Agent's Recommendation

2.619

16

Laundry Service

2.589

17

Copy Machine

2.412

18

Hair Dryer

1.938

19

In-room Minibar

1.759

20

Rank

Note. Choice criteria are measured by 5-point Likert scale:
l=very unimportant, 5=very important
Source. Cross-cultural Investigation o f the Relationship between Personal Values and
Hotel Selection Criteria (Nov 1993).
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facilities. However, Shifflet’s study (1992) showed quality services can overcome the
disadvantage of location. In his 1992 study, the traveler preference o f close location and
quality was analyzed (see Table 3). This study found that business travelers prefer close
location hotels if the quality is the same. However, if another hotel is five minutes away
with a better quality service, they will choose hotels that are five minutes away. Shifflet
(1992) stated “given greater location equivalence, operators now had to compete in term
o f specific features, service, and amenities”.

Table 3.
Traveler Preference Between Close Location and Quality (Percent selecting prooertv
A vs. B)

Very Convenient (A)
%

5 Minutes Away (B)
%

Same Quality

100

0

Better Quality @ B

10

90

Source. Hotel and Resort Industry (November, 1992), p69

According to Table 4, which summarizes the average score for twenty-three hotel
selection attributes in the three discussed studies, cleanliness (4.6) is ranked first while
safety /security (4.4), comfortable mattress/pillow (4.4) and attention/service (4.3)
were ranked second, third, and fourth respectably. Business services including computer
(2.4), fax machine (3.1), copy machine (2.7), audiovisual equipment (2.5), and secretarial
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Table 4.
Won's Ranking for Hotel Selection Cataaories
C

Categories

Hotels
Magazine(1990)

Weaver and
Oh (1993)

Lee (1993)

Mean

Won’s
Ranking

g

(/)

'( / )

CD

Q.

Cleanliness
Safety/security
Comfortable mattress/pillow
Attention/service
Well-maintained furnishing
Free local call
Price/value
Non-smoking room
Location
Good restaurant
Free continental breakfast
Fax machine
Room service
Laundry service
Prestigious name
Copy machine
Hotel frequent travel program
Concierge floors
Health club
Audiovisual equipment
Computer
Secretarial service
Hair dryer

N/A
4.7
N/A
4.55
N/A
N/A
4.5
3.0
4.9
3.5
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.9
N/A
N/A
N/A
2.6
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

4.5
4.1
4.4
4.1
4.1
4.0
3.3
3.6
4.3
3.2
3.3
3.1
3.1
3.1
4.0
2.9
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.3

4.6
4.5
4.3
4.2
4.1
3.9
3.7
4.2
3.6
3.3
N/A
N/A
2.8
2.6
3.7
2.4
2.6
2.6
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1.9

4.6
4.4
4.4
4.3
4.1
4.0
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.1
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

%
2Q.

C
0
"5
3

1Û.
CD

■3d
CD

C

8
C

g

C
/)
CO
CD

Q.

Note. Won's Ranking was measured by means
■o

8

■3o

2Q.
CD

0:
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service (2.3) ranked lower than basic factors such as location, safety, cleanness, and
comfort. These finding suggest that business travelers consider basic services more
important than business services. These results are in conflict with the literature (Baum
1993, Breen 1990, Carper 1994, Hill 1996 and Koss 1996) that suggests those business
service essential amenities for business travelers.
Part o f the reason for the contradictory results might be the studies in Table 4 are
at least 2 years old and may not represent current business travelers' current
characteristics. A second reason is that the focus of the studies in was not business
amenities. Since the "basics" of a hotel are crucial its success, it is not surprising that
when given a list o f features, business service amenities score less than basic features
such as cleanliness and safety etc.. Therefore it is necessary to study current business
travelers' wants and needs especially to business service amenities.

Gender-based Differences in Business Travelers
According to the Los Angeles Times (March 13, 1996), the number o f women
business travelers continues to increase. In 1994, there were 14.6 million women
business travelers in the U.S., compared with 12.1 million in 1989. In 1994, women
comprised thirty-eight percent of the business travel market and they are expected to
account for fifty percent o f all business travel by the year 2000 CLA Times. March 13,
1996). As the number o f women business travelers is increasing, hotels have an
opportunity to design their service and facilities for this growing market segment.
According to Wyndham Hotels & Resorts’ Survey (1995), which sampled 145
women business travelers and 287 men business travelers, sixty-eight percent o f female
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business travelers are the primary decision-makers of their travel arrangements. Eightysix percent o f those women who make their own travel decisions said location was the
most important factor in choosing a hotel, followed by reputation o f the hotel (76%) and
price (67%). Overall, more women business travelers tend to stay at chain hotels and
motels (Women & Marketing. 1996).
While many female business travelers have a certain preference to computerized
travel services, they are less likely to be interested in using on-line service (40% vs. 55%)
and CD-ROM (31% vs. 50%) than male business travelers. As far as facilities are
concerned, sixty percent of the women travelers surveyed by Wyndham said that they
consider exercise facilities to be desirable amenities in hotels. In addition, fifty-five
percent of women travelers wanted to have irons and ironing boards in the room
(Wyndham Hotel & Resorts’ Survev. 1995).
McCleary, Weaver and Lan (1994) executed a study that examined the difterences
between men and women business travelers. The objective o f the study was to find out
whether there are significant differences between businessmen and businesswomen in
their hotel-selection criteria and their use o f hotel services. The samples were randomly
selected Travel Smart magazine subscribers. A total of 250 business travelers responded.
Women business travelers represented twenty-nine percent of the sample (McCleary,
Weaver, Lan, 1994).
In this study, respondents were asked to indicate on a five-point scale how
important each o f fifty-three criteria was in their hotel selection process (1 = very
unimportant, 5 = very important). The fifty-three attributes were grouped into twelve
factors: business services and facilities, security facilities, basic facilities, personal
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services, free extras, convenient eating facilities, airline or hotel reward program, special
room features, airport or meeting hotel, low price, advertising and parking, and fimess
facilities.
To determine whether any significant difference for the twelve factors existed
between women and men, McCleary, Weaver and Lan performed MANOVA on each
factor. The results revealed that four factors had significant differences; business services
and facilities, security facilities, personal services, and low price (see Table 5).
McCleary, Weaver, and Lan stated that men rated business services and facilities as more
important while women rated security facilities, personal service, and low price to be
more important. The study also indicated that women were more likely to use hair dryers,
irons and ironing boards, room service, and bathrobes. Men were more likely to use
telephones in the bathroom (McCleary, Weaver, Lan, 1994).
Table 6 shows general behavioral characteristics o f the male and female
respondents. On the average, businessmen traveled around 11.1 trips per year, and
businesswomen traveled around 7.4 trips per year. Men were shown to pay more per
night for a room as opposed to women. McCleary Weaver and Lan's analysis points out
that this result is due to the larger percentage of men in upper management positions. On
international trips, women stayed longer than men (McCleary, Weaver, Lan, 1994).
A U.S. Travel Data Center 1996 survey (please see Table 7) showed that more
women spent their business trips at meetings, conventions, and trade shows and more
men traveled for purposes other than conventions, like consulting and sales (Cholewka,
1996).
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Table 5.
Hotel-selection Factors. Univariate Significance
Hotel-selection Factors
Business services and facilities(Multivariate significance; .054)
Fax machine
Suite room
Computer
Audiovisual equipment
Secretarial service
Copy machine
Concierge floor
Medical services
Prearranged check-in

Significance level
.023*
.027*
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Security facilities (Multivariate significance; .001)
Dead-bolt lock
Peephole
Surveillance camera
Chain lock
Bright hallway
Parking-area light
Sprinkler system
Electronic key card

.003**
.000 **
.030**
.007**
.022 **
.004**
**
**

Personal services (Multivariate significance; .032)
Room service
Valet service
Bell-stafif service
Laundry service
In-room safe
Wake-up service

.016**
***
***
***
***
***

Low price (Multivariate significance; .023)
Low price
Gourmet restaurant

.006**
***

Note. Multivariate and univariate significance levels were set at .05.
* Rated higher by businessmen than businesswomen.
** Rated higher by businesswomen than businessmen.
*** Not significant
Source. The Cornell H.R.A. Quarterly (April, 1994), p56
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Table 6 .
Travel Characteristic
Men
(N = 177)
Business trips per year*

Women
(N = 73)

11.1

7.4

2.9

2.6

80.0

69.0

International business trips

2.5

3.2

Length of stay (days)*

7.3

14.1

Percentage o f respondents who took
family along on a business trip

71.0

60.0

Number o f business trips on which
respondents took family along

3.6

3.6

Leisure trips with family

3.4

3.2

The number o f times respondents took
family which they had previously
visited on a business trip

1.1

0.8

Length o f stay (days)
Room rate for domestic business ($)*

Source. The Cornell H.R.A. Quarterly (April. 1994), d54

Table 7.
Gender-based Differences in the Reason of Travel
Business Travelers
The reason o f travel

Women

Men

Meeting, convention, trade show

62.4%

42.4%

Consulting

7.8

12/7

Sales

6.3

11.4

Company operations

5.3

9.5

Physical work

1.2

6.8

Management

4.7

5.2

Other

12.3

12.0

Source. Successful Meeting (Jan, 1996), p i 7
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Future Trends o f Business Travel
The future trend o f business travel is that more business travelers will take
advantage o f advanced technology. Features such as modems, facsimile machines, and
voice-mail have changed travel patterns. Ahrens (1997) expects that business travelers
will commonly use a computerized travel-booking service and a digital mapping service
in the near future. Also video-conferencing and telecommunication are getting more
popular. Major companies and even governments are considering telecom m unications
instead of transporting employees, as it is cheaper and in some cases more practical
(Loverseed, 1993). Although there are not too many videoconference rooms available in
the U.S., that number is expected to increase as the cost of videoconference becomes
cheaper and business travel costs increase (Loverseed, 1993).
Breen (1990) expressed business travelers as electronic travelers since electronic
equipment such as portable phones, laptop computers and other modem equipment keep
business travelers productive on the road. Stokes (1996) revealed the following new
technologies that are expected to be available to business travelers by 2000 :
•

Satellite telephones will provide unlimited call range to the business traveler;

•

Speech-operated computers will help business travelers be more efficient and
productive;

•

Business travelers can create instant wireless local area networks without
ripping up the floors;

•

Business travelers can more easily send and access the information through
networking-centric computing.
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Summary
The literature revealed a wide variety o f information on business travelers and
facilities for business travelers. As the economy is recovering in recent years, the number
o f business travelers in 1994 was up fourteen percent from 1990. Also, it was found that
the number o f female business travelers has risen dramatically over the last couple of
decades.
A key question for hotel manager is what kind of business amenity their business
guests are looking for? The next chapter will examine the research methodology used for
this study. It will detail how data was collected and how it was analyzed.
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CHAPTERS

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Introduction
This chapter introduces and explains the research methodology used in this study.
There are six steps used in this study; (1) questionnaire design; (2) pre-test of instrument
present; (3) data collection; (4) data analysis; (5) proposition and hypotheses testing; and
(6 ) interpretation.

Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire was divided into three sections. Section one dealt with
business travelers’ travel patterns. Respondents were asked six questions:
•

The frequency o f business travel in the last 12 months;

•

The average length of stay in hotels;

•

The reasons for business trip;

•

The types o f properties they stayed in when traveling for business

•

The average amount spent hotel accommodations;

•

The importance o f eleven features in their hotel selection.

Section one also asked respondents to identify the importance o f different attributes in
30
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their hotel selection. A seven-point Likert-type scale anchored by “not at all important
(1 ) and extremely important (7)” was used to identify the degree of importance of
attribute in the decision to choose one hotel over another. The eleven attributes were:
•

Availability o f the business center on the premise;

•

The hotel has a frequent stayer program; guestroom has large working desk;

•

Airline or hotel reward program;

•

The hotel provided upgrade when available; the hotel uses information from
prior stays to customize service;

•

The hotel offers technologically equipped guestrooms;

•

Free local telephone;

•

Availability o f access to the Internet through the business center;

•

Availability o f access to the Internet through the guestroom;

• The décor o f the guestroom.
Section two o f the questionnaire asked respondent about business centers. Ten
questions were asked:
•

The frequency of using business centers;

•

The number of hotel with a business center;

•

Working habits in the guestroom;

•

The frequency of using different business service items (e.g. copies,
computers);

•

The types o f computer;

•

The types o f software they would use in the business center;
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•

The price o f each business services (too expensive and expect to pay);

• An a v e rse spending in the business center and the hours o f the business
center;
•

The importance o f each business services in the guestroom;

•

Hours o f the business center.

Respondents were also asked to rate how frequently they use business service amenities.
The specific business service amenities included;
Black/white copies; color copies;
Sending faxes; receiving faxes;
Black/white printout from laptop/diskette;
Color printout from laptop/diskette;
Internet access; telephone modem rental;
Word processing service;
Message taking service;
Delivery messenger services;
Teleconferencing equipment;
Audiovisual equipment;
Binding service;
Computer rental;
Cellular phone rental;
Beeper rental;
Black/white transparency copies;
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•

Color transparency copies;

•

Private conference room;

•

Speaker phone rental;

•

Advice/assistance with software on computer problems;

•

Shipping service; creation of business cards;

•

Infocus projector for Power Point presentation.

Items were rated on a 1 "Never use" to 7 "Use all the time" scale. The attributes were
identified from existing literature and business service amenities currently offered in
business centers. In addition, in section two respondents were asked to rate the
importance of certain business service amenities in the guestroom. The eight items were:
•

TV access to web;

•

In-room video games accessible to TV;

•

Fax machine;

•

Computer;

•

Printer;

•

Speaker phone;

•

Oversize working desk;

•

Internet accesses through phone line.

The third section o f the questionnaire collected demographic information in order
to establish respondent profiles. The questions in section three included gender, annual
income, and employment information.
Appendix A provides a copy o f the questionnaire along with the cover letter
mailed with questionnaire. The cover letter informed the respondents of the purpose o f
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the study, the benefit erf study, and a request for their participation. Also, the cover letter
included registration form for a drawing for a two-night stay in Las Vegas.

Pre-test o f Instrument
Two pre-tests were conducted before the questionnaire was mailed to the sample.
Through the pre-test experiment, the number of questions was cut down to the final five
page questionnaire. The first pre-test was administrated to nineteen undergraduate
students in the College o f Hotel Administration at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
Fifteen out of nineteen students completed the questionnaire. Their comments were
mainly on the length of the questionnaires, formats, wording and measurement of scales.
The most significant comment was about the format o f the questionnaire.
For the format o f questionnaire, the majority of the pre-test questionnaires
consisted of open-ended questions. However, the pretest respondents suggested the
actual close-ended questions since open-ended questions took too much time to complete.
In additionally, a seven-point scale method used instead of five-point scale because it
provided more variance.
The second pre-test was administrated to seven industry related people who
currently work in the marketing departments. The second pre-test helped to establish the
attributes o f the business services. The second pre-test suggested many new business
service attributes: for example, TV access to the web and video games accessible to TV.
Based on the first and second pre-test, the questionnaire was modified to its final format.
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Survey Methods
A mail survey was used for this study mainly because of the low cost. Business
travelers who stayed at either Caesars Palace Hotel and Casino or properties managed by
Destination Hotel and Resorts Company in Denver, Colorado, during the last 12 months
were the population o f this study. Business travelers at Caesars Palace were identified as
those customers who stayed at Caesars Palace hotel to attend a conference. Examples o f
Destination Hotel and Resorts included: Rosemont Suites Hotel, Chicago, IL; South Park
Suites Hotel, Charlotte, NC, and Tempe Mission Palms Hotel, Phoenix, AZ.
The sample was limited to 2,000 due to financial constrains. The sample
consisted of one thousand randomly selected convention guests from the Caesar's Palace
hotel and casino and 1,000 randomly selected guests who stayed during the weekdays in
the last

12

months at Destination Hotels and Resorts Company managed hotels. The

final

response rate was 13.04%.
The margin of error was based on a statistical mode presented by Dillon (1990).
The following formula determines the magin of error based on obtained sample size.
where
n=

X

ED^

n= sample size
Z= standardized value o f the confidence level
desired
ED= estimated standard deviation o f the
population
H= acceptable margin o f error

This study wanted to a 95 percent confidence interval for the tme population. Based on
the data collected, the total usable survey was 233 and the confidence intervals for the key
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question was 2.20. Therefore, the margin of error (H) o f this study was 0.19
(233=1.96^/H"X2.20).

Proposition and Hypotheses
The propositions and hypotheses tested to identify the needs of business travelers
when they are traveling on business are discussed next.
Proposition 1: The availability of business service amenities in a hotel is an
important reason for selecting a hotel for business travelers.
The specific hypotheses used to examine proposition 1 were;
<Hypothesis la>
Hoia:fI<4; Availability o f a business center on the premises is n o tan important feature for
business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haia: |X>4; Availability o f a business center on the premises is an important feature for
business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lb>
Ho lb: p,<4; Availability o f technologically equipped guestrooms is not an important
feature for business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haifa: p>4; Availability o f technologically equipped guestrooms is an important feature
for business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis l o
Hoic:|4<4; The hotel fi-equent stayer program that allows to guests earn points toward firee
accommodations is not an important feature for business travelers’ hotel
selection.
Haic: fJ>4; The hotel firequent stayer program that allows guests to earn points toward
free accommodations is an important feature for business travelers' hotel
selection.
<Hypothesis ld>
Hoid: fx<4; Availability o f large working desk in the guestroom is not an important
feature for business travelers’ hotel selection.
Ha,d: p>4; Availability o f large working desk in the guestroom is an important feature for
business travelers' hotel selection.
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<Hypothesis le>
Ho le: |l<4; Availability of airline or hotel reward program is not an important feature for
business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haie: fi>4; Availability of airline or hotel reward program is an important feature for
business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lf>
Ho If: |I<4; Availability of upgrade program is M t an important feature for business
travelers’ hotel selection.
Haif: |i>4; Availability of upgrade program is an important feature for business travelers'
hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lg>
Hoig: fi.<4; The customize services from information o f guests' prior stays are not an
important feature for business travelers' hotel selection.
Haig: |i>4; The customize services from information o f guests' prior stays are an
important feature for business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lh>
Hoih: |i.<4; Availability of free local telephone calls are not an important feature for
business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haifa: |J>4; Availability of free local telephone calls are an important feature for business
travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis li>
Hoii: fi.<4; Availability of access to the Internet through the business center is not an
important feature for business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haii: p>4; Availability of access to the Internet through the business center is an
important feature for business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lj>
Hoij: |X<4; Availability of access to the Internet through the guestroom is not an
important feature for business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haij: (i>4; Availability of access to the Internet through the guestroom is an important
feature for business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lk>
Hoik: |l<4; The décor o f the guestroom is not an important feature for business travelers’
hotel selection.
Haik: |i>4; The décor of the guestroom is an important feature for business travelers'
hotel selection.
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Proposition 2: The Frequency o f using different business service amenities for
business travelers varies according to importance o f business
services
As discussed in Chapter Two, there are many different kinds o f business services
available (Koss, 1996). To identify the importance of each o f business service, each o f the
services were measured in terms o f frequency o f use.
<Hypothesis 2a>
Hoza: |l<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using black/white copy machines when
they are traveling for business.
Ha^a: p>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using black/white copy machines when they
are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2b>
Hozb: |4<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using color copy machines when they
are traveling for business.
Hazb: M>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using color copy machines when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2 0
Hoic- p.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently sending faxes when they are traveling
for business.
Hazc: \X>4 ; Business travelers are frequently sending faxes when they are traveling for
business.
<Hypothesis 2d>
Ho2d: ]X<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently receiving faxes when they are traveling
for business.
Hazd: }I>4 ; Business travelers are frequently receiving faxes when they are traveling for
business.
<Hypothesis 2e>
Hoze: |l<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using a black/white printout from
laptop/diskette when they are traveling for business.
Ha2e; |l>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using a black/white printout from
laptop/diskette when they are traveling for business.
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<Hypothesis 2f>
Hozf: (X<4 ; Business travelers are not frequentlv using color printouts from a
laptop/diskette when they are traveling for business.
Hazf:
; Business travelers are frequently using color printouts from a laptop/diskette
when they are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2g>
Hozg: jJ,<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using Internet access when they are
traveling for business.
Hazg: (l>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using Internet access when they are traveling
for business.
<Hypothesis 2h>
Hozh: |4<4 ; Business travelers are not frequentlv using telephone modem rental when
they are traveling for business.
Hazh: M^4 ; Business travelers are frequently using telephone modem rental when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2i>
Ho2i: fl<4 ; Business travelers are not frequentlv using word processing service when they
are traveling for business.
Ha2i: fi>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using word processing service when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2j>
Ho2j: fl<4 ; Business travelers are not frequentlv using message taking service when they
are traveling for business.
Hazj: |J>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using message taking service when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2k>
Ho2k: |4<4 ; Business travelers are not frequentlv using delivery messenger services when
they are traveling for business.
Ha2k- M>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using delivery messenger services when
they are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 21>
Ho2|: p.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequentlv using teleconferencing equipment when
they are traveling for business.
Ha2i: fi>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using teleconferencing equipment when they
are traveling for business.
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<Hypothesis 2m>
Ho^m: M-<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using audiovisual equipment when they
are traveling for business.
Hazm: p^4 ; Business travelers are frequently using audiovisual equipment when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2n>
Ho2n: |Li<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using binding service when they are
traveling for business.
Hazn: M>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using binding when they are traveling for
business.
<Hypothesis 2o>
Ho2o’- M-<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using computer rental when they are
traveling for business.
Hazo: fJ>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using computer rental when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2p>
Hozp: fi<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using cellular phone rental when they
are traveling for business.
Hazp: p>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using cellular phone rental when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2q>
Hozq: |I<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using beeper rental when they are
traveling for business.
Hazq: fi>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using beeper rental when they are traveling
for business.
<Hypothesis 2r>
Hozr: p.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using black/white transparency copies
when they are traveling for business.
Hazr: |i>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using black/white transparency copies when
they are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2s>
Ho2s-’ M-<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using color transparency copies when
they are traveling for business.
Hazs: |i>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using color transparency copies when they
are traveling for business.
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<Hypothesis 2t>
Hozt: p.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using private conference room when
they are traveling for business.
Hazt: fJ>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using private conference room when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2u>
Hozu: \l<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using speaker phone rental when they
are traveling for business.
Hazu: |i>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using speaker phone rental when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2v>
Hozv: p<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using advice/assistance with software on
computer problems when they are traveling for business.
Hazv: M>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using advice/assistance with software on
computer problems when they are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2w>
Hozw: |i<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using shipping service when they are
traveling for business.
Hazw: fi>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using shipping service when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2x>
Hozx: |J.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using creation o f business cards when
they are traveling for business.
Hazx: |4>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using creation o f business cards when they
are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2y>
Hozy: |i<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using infocus projector for Power Point
presentation when they are traveling for business.
Hazy: [X>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using infocus projector for Power Point
presentation when they are traveling for business.

Proposition 3: Business services in the guestrooms are important to the business
travelers.
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As discussed in Chapter Two, today’s business guests are looking for an office
away from the office since they are working when they are traveling (Hill, 1996). Thus,
the business service amenities in the guestroom are as important as business centers,
which are located outside o f the room. To identify the importance o f each o f business
services facility in the guestroom, each o f the features were tested.
<Hypothesis 3a>
Ho3a: H<4; TV access to the web in the guestroom is not important to the business
travelers.
Ha]a: p^4; TV access to the web in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3b>
Hosb: H<4; In-room video games accessible to TV are not important to the business
travelers.
Ha3b: 1X>4 ; In-room video games accessible to TV are important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3 0
Ho3c: |l<4; A fax machine in the guestroom is not important to the business travelers.
Hasc: \X>4; A fax machine in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3d>
Hasd: |i<4; A computer in the guestroom is not important to the business travelers.
Ho3d: f0 4 ; A computer in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3 0
Ho3e: |i<4; A printer in the guestroom is not important to the business travelers.
Ha3e: jj>4; A printer in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3f>
Hosf: |4<4; A speaker phone in the guestroom is not important to the business travelers.
Ha3f: p>4; A speaker phone in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3g>
Ho3g: |J.<4; An oversize working desk in the guestroom is not important to the business
travelers.
Ha3g: (i>4; An oversize working desk in the guestroom is important to the business
travelers.
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<Hypothesis 3h>
Hosh: (l<4; Internet access through a phone line in the guestroom is not important to the
business travelers.
Hash: fX>4; Internet access through a phone line in the guestroom is important to the
business travelers.

Proposition 4: The frequency of business travels effects the importance of
business service amenities.
The t-tests were performed to test mean differences o f scores on selected business
services between frequent travelers and nonfirequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4a>
Ho4a : Xf=Xnf. There is no difference in the importance o f availability of business center
as a hotel selection factor between frequent travelers and nonfrequent
travelers.
Ha4a : Xf=¥Xnf; There is a difference in the importance o f availability of business center as a
hotel selection factor between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4b>
Ho4b : Xf= Xnf; There is no difference in the importance o f availability o f technologically
equipped guestroom as a hotel selection factor between frequent travelers
and nonfrequent travelers.
Ha4b : Xf Xnf; There is a difference in the importance o f availability of technologically
equipped guestroom as a hotel selection factor between frequent travelers
and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4 0
Ho4c : Xf= Xnf; There is no difference in the importance o f oversize working desk in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Ha4c : Xf4=Xnf. There is a difference in the importance o f oversize working desk in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4d>
Ho4d : Xf= Xnf; There is no difference in the importance of Internet through phone line in
the guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Ha4d : Xff Xnf; There is a difference in the importance o f Internet through phone line in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4e>
Ho4e : Xf= Xnf; There is no difference in the frequency o f using receiving fax services
between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
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Ha4e : Xf^Xnf; There is a difference in the frequency o f using receiving fax services
between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4f>
Ho4f : Xf=x„f; There is no difference in the frequency o f using sending fax services
between fiaquent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Hatf : Xf=t=Xnf; There is a difference in the frequency o f using sending fax services between
fr-equent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4g>
Ho4g: Xf=x„f; There is no difference in the importance o f oversize working desk in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Haqg : Xf4=Xnf There is a difference in the importance o f oversize working desk in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4h>
Ho4h : Xf= Xnf; There is no difference in the importance o f Internet through phone line in
the guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Ha4h : Xf4=Xnf There is a difference in the importance o f Internet through phone line in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.

Proposition 5; Each business service has an impact on the need o f the business
center on the premises.
A second way to identify important features in a business center, in addition to
comparing the means, was to perform multiple regression. The dependent variable was
the importance o f a business center and the independent variables were the business
service features. The model tested was:
Y ^ X iI V i + X 2IV 2 + X3IV3 + X4IV4 +X5IVS + X 6IV 6 + X 7IV 7 +XaIV 8 + X 9IV 9 + X io IV io +
X i i f V i i +X12IV12 + X13IV13 + X14IV14 + X is I V is + X16IV16 + X n lV n + X ia lV ia -^Xi 9l V i 9 +
X20IV20 + X21IV21 + X22IV22 + X23IV23 +X24IV24 + X25IV25 + e

•
•
•
•

•

IVi: Black/white copies
IV2: Color copies
IV3: Sending faxes
IV4: Receiving faxes
IVg: Black/white printout from laptop/diskette
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IVg: Color printout from laptop/diskette
IV7: Internet access
IVg: Telephone modem rental
IV9: Word processing service
IV 10: Message taking service
IVn Delivery messenger services
IV 12: Teleconferencing equipment
IV 13: Audiovisual equipment
IV 14: Binding service
IV 15: Computer rental
rv 16*.Cellular phone rental
rv 17: Beeper rental
rVig: Black/white transparency copies
rVi9.*Color transparency copies
rVzQ: Private conference room
rVzi: Speaker phone rental
IV22: Advice/assistance with software on computer problems
IV23: Shipping service
IV24: Creation o f business cards
IV25: Infocus projecter for Power Point presentation

Before each independent variable was tested for significance, the appropriate of the
model was tested. The hypothesis for the whole model is shown in hypothesis 5a.
<Hypothesis 5a>
Ho4a: all Bs=0; There is no linear relationship between dependent and independent
variables.
Ha4a- all Bs=ïO; There is linear relationship between dependant and independent variables.
<Hypothesis 5a- 1>
Ho4a-i: BrVi=0
Haia-i: BIVi^O
<Hypothesis 5a-2>
H04a-2: BFV2=0
Ha4a-2: BIVz^O
<Hypothesis 5a-3>
H04a-3: BIV3=0
Haia-s: BlVsfO
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<Hypothesis 5a-4>
H04a.4: BIV4=0
H a4a_4: BIV4^
<Hypothesis 5a-5>
H 04a-5-‘ BIV5=0
Ha4g.g: BIV544)

<Hypothesis 5a-6>
H04a.6: BIV6==0
Ha4a.6: BlVg#
<Hypothesis 5a-7>
H04a-7: BIV7=0
Haja-?: BlVffO
<Hypothesis 5a-8>
Ho4a^: BrVg=0
Ha4a.g: BrVg4=0
<Hypothesis 5a-9>
H04a_9: BIV9=0
Ha4a-9: BIV94O
<Hypothesis 5a-10>
Ho4a-io: BrVio=0
Ha4a-io: BIViotO
<Hypothesis 5a-1 1>
Ho4a-i 1: BrV 11=0
Ha4a.ii: BIVii4=G
<Hypothesis 5a-12>
Ho4a-i2: BrV12—0
Ha4a_i2: BIVi24=0
<Hypothesis 5a-I3>
H04a.|3: BIVi3=0
Ha4a-i3: BrV 13^0
<Hypothesis 5a-14>
H04a_|4: BIVi4=0
Ha4a-u-' BIV|44=0
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<Hypothesis 5a-15>
Ho4a-is: 6IV i5=0
Ha4a-is: filV is^O
<Hypothesis 5a-16>
H035: BIVi6=0

Ha3s; BIViô^O
<Hypothesis 5a-17>
H 0 3 6 : BIV i7=0
Ha3&: BlVif^O
<Hypothesis 5a-18>
H037: BIVi8=0

Ha37: BlVig^
<Hypothesis 5a-19>
Ho3g: BIVi9=0
Ha3g: BrV194=0
<Hypothesis 5a-20>
H039: BIV2o=0

Has9: BIV2ofO
<Hypothesis 5a-21>
H040: BIV2i=0
Ha4o.’ BrV2i+0
<Hypothesis 5a-22>
H0 4 1 : 6IV22=0
H a 4i:

BrV22fO

<Hypothesis 5a-23>
HO42: BIV23=0

Ha42: BIV23fO
<Hypothesis 5a-24>
HO43: BIV24=0
Ha43: BIV24tO

<Hypothesis 5a-25>
HO44: BIV25=0

Ha44: BIV2544)
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Proposition 6 ; Each in-room business service amenity has an impact on the need
o f technologically equipped guestrooms.
A second way to identify important in-room business amenities, in addition to
comparing the means, was to perform multiple regression. The dependent variable was
the importance of a technologically equipped guestroom and the independent variables
were the in-room business service amenities. The model tested was;
Y = X iIV i +X2IV2 + X3IV3 + X4IV4 4rX sIV 5 ^ X e m + X7IV7 + X 8lV s + e

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

rVj; TV access to web
IV2: In-room video games accessible to TV
IV3: Fax machine
IV4: Computer
rVg: Printer
rVfi.- Speaker phone
IV7: Oversize working desk
rVg: Internet access through phone line

<Hypothesis 6a>
Ho6a: all fis=0; There is no linear relationship between dependent and independent
variables.
Ha^a: all 6s40; There is linear relationship between dependant and independent variables.
<Hypothesis 6 a- 1>
Hoga i ; 6 tvi~0
Ha^a-U Brvi^O
<Hypothesis 6a-2>
Ho6a-2- Brvz"^
Hafia-2- Biv2^0
<Hypothesis 6a-3>
H06a-3- Brv3=0
Ha6a-3- Brv34=0
<Hypothesis 6a-4>
HOfia-»; Biv4~0
Ha^a^; Brv4^0
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<Hypothesis 6a-5>
H 06a-5-' Brv5=0

Haea-s;
<Hypothesis 6 a-6>
H063.6: Brv6=0
Ha^a-b-' B[V6*0
<Hypothesis 6a-7>
HOga-7: Biv7=0
Ha^a-?'- BrvT^
<Hypothesis 6 a- 8>
Hoga-g: B[V8=0
Haga-g: Brvg4=0

Data Analysis
The major objectives of the data analysis were to identify the needs o f business
travelers when they are traveling specially, and the business service amenities that
business traveler’s need at a hotel when they are traveling for business.
The Statistical Packages for Socied Sciences (SPSS) was utilized to analyze the
collected data. In the first stage the analysis, a frequency analysis was performed to
obtain descriptive statistics. The frequency analysis indicates the number and percentage
of person who responded to each question. This analysis also yielded the mean score for
each attribute. From the frequency counts, the hotel industry is able to understand what
attributes the business travelers consider important. Additionally, 95 percent confidence
intervals were used to test if the mean scores of each business service amenity is four or
greater.
In the second stage of the analysis. Chi-square and two independent sample t-tests
were used to test for effect of gender, different sample (Caesars Palace Hotel sample and
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Destination Hotel and Resorts sample), and the type o f business travelers (frequent and
nonfrequent).
In the third stage o f the analysis, a multiple regression analysis was performed by
regressing the importance o f availability of business center on premises which the
importance with each o f the measured business service amenity. Additionally, a second
multiple regression analysis was used to identify in-room business service amenities that
are important
These regressions identified which business service amenities contributed to the
importance of business center on premise and importance of technologically equipped
room. F and t-tests examined how well the model represented the relationship between
the independent variable and dependent variables.
In the fourth stage o f analysis, P riceS en sitivity Measurement illustrated in
Chapter Two, was used to find the acceptable range to charge of each of the measured
business service amenities. Both medians of “reasonable price” and “ expensive price”
for each business service were plotted the graph.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULT OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Introduction
In the previous chapter, the methodology used to investigate the research
questions was elaborated. This chapter presents the results o f the statistical analyses used
to meet the research objectives and to test the stated hypotheses.

Respondent Profile
A total o f 1,886 questionnaires were mailed to business travelers in the U.S.
Table 8 provides a summary of the response rate. As can be seen, the overall
Table 8.
Overall Respondent Rate

Total number o f surveys distributed
from Caesars Palace list
from Destination Hotel and Resort list
Total number o f surveys returned
From Caesars Palace list
From Destination Hotel and Resort list
Total unusable responses
Unusable response characteristics:
Incomplete responses
Non business traveler
Total usable surveys

Number
1886
941
945
246(13.04%)
119
127
1^(0.63%)
7
6
233

%
100%
49.9
50.1
100%
48.4
51.6
100%
56.8
46.2

51
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Table 9.
Respondent Profile
Number

%

233
155
74
4

100.0 %
67.7
32.3

233
12
65
98
42
14
2

100.0
5.2%
28.1
42.4
18.2
6.1

233
0
36
49
60
22
17
16
5
9
19

100.0
0
16.8%
22.9
28.0
9.4
7.9
7.4
2.3
4.2

233
75
25
18
14
12
11
10
9
8
7
7
6
6
25

100.0 %
32.2
10.7
7.7
6.0
5.2
4.7
4.3
3.8
3.4
3.0
3.0
2.6
2.6
10.8

Gender
Total
Male
Female
Missing
Age
Total
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
Over 60
Missing
Income before taxes
Total
Less than $25,000
$25,001-550,000
$50,001-575,000
$75,001-5100,000
$100,001-5125,000
$125,001-5150,000
$150,001-5175,000
$175,001-5200,000
More than $200,000
Missing
In which State do respondents currently live?
Total responding
California
Arizona
Texas
Colorado
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Michigan
New Jersey
Maryland
Wisconsin
Ohio
Iowa
Virginia
Other
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response rate was, as of the October 17*, 1997 cut off, 13.04 percent or 246 responses.
One hundred nineteen respondents were from the Caesars Palace list and one hundred
twenty seven responses were from Destination Hotel and Resort's list.
Twelve responses were eliminated before data coding because either the
questionnaires were only partially completed or respondents did not qualify for the
survey. Thus, a total o f 233 responses were used in the analysis.
Table 9 presents a summary o f respondents’ characteristics. As can be seen,
67.7 percent o f the respondents were male and 32.3 percent o f them were female. The
most frequently mentioned age category was forty-one to fifty years old (42.4%). This
was followed by the age category o f thirty-one to forty (28.1%) and fifty one to sixty
(18.2%).
Twenty-eight percent o f the respondents claim an average annual income between
$75,001 and $100,000, and 22.9 percent claim an average annual income between
$50,000 and $75,000.

Business Traveler’s Travel Characteristics
Respondents were asked about their travel behaviors during the last twelve
months. Chi-square and t-tests were performed to test for the effect of gender, different
sample (Caesars Palace hotel sample and Destination Hotels and Resorts sample) and the
frequency of business travel on the responses to the following key questions:
•

The average length o f stay;

•

The number o f enrollment in hotel frequent stayer program/ flyer program;

•

Room rates they paid and types of properties they stayed at;
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•

Types o f computers used when they travel for business;

•

Working hours in the hotel rooms;

•

Software they used in the business centers;

•

An average spending in business centers;

•

Business center’s operation hours and days of week.

No significant differences were foimd. This suggests that gender, different samples
(Caesars Palace hotel sample and Destination Hotels and Resorts sample) and the
frequency of business travel had no impact on respondents’ answers to these questions.
Therefore, it is uimecessary to separate responses by these categories when performing
the different analyses for these questions.
However, for other questions, responses were different when controlling for
frequency of business travel and gender. For instance, there were significant differences
in the reasons for business travel between gender. In addition, the percentage o f carrying
laptops and using business centers varied by type of traveler (e.g. frequent vs.
nonfrequent). This is discussed later in this chapter.
Table 10 reveals the responses to the questions listed on page 53. Again, no
significant differences were found when controlling for gender, type o f sample, and type
of traveler (frequent travelers vs. nonfrequent travelers) for these questions.
•

3.4 percent of respondents traveled once for business, 32.6 percent traveled 26 times, 40.8 percent o f respondents traveled 7-12 times, and 23.2 percent

traveled more than thirteen times for business during the last twelve months;
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•

Thirteen percent o f respondents stayed an average one night each business
trip, 46.9 percent o f respondents spent an average o f two nights, 27.4 percent
stayed an average o f three nights each business trip;

•

Approximately sixty-four percent of respondents were enrolled in hotel
frequent stayer programs. The most popular program was Marriott’s frequent
stayer program (56.7%) followed by Hilton’s (42.1%), Hyatt’s (33.1%),
Sheraton’s (28.3%) and Westin’s (22.8%);

•

Approximately seventy-seven percent of respondents were enrolled in the
frequent flyer programs. United Airlines (49.7%) represented the most
frequently mentioned program, followed by American Airlines (44.0%), Delta
(36.0%), America West (30.9%) and Northwest Airlines (29.1%);

• Respondents reported a total o f 3,833 business trips. For twenty seven
percent of these trips, the room rates ranged between $81-$110. For 18.7
percent, the room rates ranged between $111-$140. For 15.7 percent room
rates ranged between $51-$80 and for 14.6 percent, room rates ranged
between $141-$170 (14.6%);
• Full service luxury hotels (e.g. Four Seasons and Ritz Carlton) were used in
12.2 percent of the total 3,833 business trips; upscale frill service hotels (e.g.
Hilton and Hyatt) were used in 32.3 percent of trips; basic full service hotels
(e.g. Holiday Inn and Ramada Inn) were used in 27.1 percent o f trips; and,
economy limited service hotels (e.g. Hampton Inn and Fairfield Iim) were
used in 21.4 percent Only seven percent of total business trips involved
economy budget hotels (e.g.. Motel 6 and Sleep Inns).
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Table 10.
Business Traveler's Travel Characteristic

Average length o f stay
Total responding
One night
Two nights
Three nights
Four nights
Five or more nights
Missing
Do you belong to a hotel frequent stayer program?
Total responding
Yes
No
Missing
If yes, which ones?
Total responding
Marriott
Hilton
Hyatt
Sheraton
Westin
Others
Do you belong to frequent flyer program?
Total responding
Yes
No
Missing
If yes, which ones?
Total responding
United
American
Delta
America West
Northwest
Southwest
Others

Number

Valid %

233
30
106
62
15
13
7

100.0%
13.3
46.9
27.4
6.6
5.8

233
145
81
7

100.0 %
64.2
35.8

294
82
61
48
41
33
29

203.7**
56.7
42.1
33.1
28.3
22.8
20.0

233
175
52
6
419
87
77
63
54
51
49
38

100.0 %
77.1
22.9

239.4"
49.7
44.0
36.0
30.9
29.1
28.0
21.7

Note. Superscript letter **= Respondents' total is more than 100% because of multiple
responses
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Table 10. (Continue)
Number

Valid %

Frequency o f travel during the last 12 months
Total responding
Once
2 -6
7 -1 2
More than 13

233
8
76
95
54

100.0%
3.4
32.6
40.8
23.2

Frequency o f paying following rates per night
Total trips
Less than $50
$51 - 80
$81 - 110
$111 -140
$141 -170
$171-200
More than $200

3833
297
601
1034
558
433
642
268

100.0%
7.7
15.7
27.0
14.6
11.3
16.7
7.0

Types of properties
Total trips
Full service luxury^
Upscale full service®
Basic full service^
Economy limited service®
Economy hard budget®

3833
468
1238
1039
820
268

100.0%
12.2
32.3
27.1
21.4
7.0

233
41
180
4
8

100.0 %
18.2
80.0
1.8

Working hours in the hotel room
Total responding
Do not working at all
1 - 2 hours per day
3 hour and more
Missing

Note. A: ex. Four Seasons, Ritz Carlton
B: ex. Hilton, Hyatt, Sheraton, Westin, Radisson, Marriott, Stouffer
C: ex. Holiday Inn, Ramada Inn, Quality Inn, Courtyard by Marriott
D: ex. Hampton Inns, Fairfield, Comfort Inns, Days Inns, La Quinta,
Holiday Irm Express
E: ex. Motel 6 , sleep Inns, Microtel
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Respondents were also asked about business centers in hotels. Especially, they were
asked what type o f software they use in the business centers, the type of computers,
average amount spent in the business centers, and the hours of operation that would be
most convenient. As mentioned in earlier in this subsection, there were no significant
differences in the questions regarding business centers for gender, different samples
(Caesars Palace Hotel sample and Destination Hotels and Resort), and the type of
business travel (firequent vs. nonfrequent). Results are shown in table 11 and are
summarized below:
•

(Please note, since this question allowed multiple respondents, the total
exceeds 100 percent). Approximately sixty-two percent of respondents
used MS word and 60.6 percent o f respondents used Excel when
traveling for business. Power Point (45.4%) and Word Perfect (35.6%)
were next most frequently used software during business trips. The least
frequently used computer program was Harvard Graphics (4.2%).

•

The majority of respondents (89.8%) used IBM compatibles when they
traveled on business.

•

In terms o f business center operations, 43.6 percent o f respondents preferred
the business center to be open from the hours of 6 a.m.to 9 p.m..
Approximately twenty-eight percent o f respondents wanted 24-hour operation.
Only 18.8 percent of respondents answered they wanted regular business
hours. 60.6 percent of respondents wanted access to a business center seven
days week.

•

In terms o f spending, the average amount spent in business centers was $21.
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Table 11.
Questions about Business Center
Questions about business center

Number

Valid %

Software in business center
Total responding
MS Word
Excel
Power Point
Word Perfect
Lotus 123
ACT
Harvard Graphics
Missing

544
134
131
98
77
62
16
9
17

244.0"’'*
62.1
60.6
45.4
35.6
28.7
7.4
4.2

Type of computer used when travel on business
Total responding
IBM comparables
Either
MACINTOSH
Missing

233
203
16
7
7

100.0 %
89.8
7.1
3.1

$21.2

Average spending in business centers
Business center's operation hours
Total responding
Open 6am-9pm
Open 24 hours
Open regular business hours (8am-5pm)
Open 6am-12mid
Others
Missing

233
95
62
41
15
5
15

100.0%
43.6
28.4
18.8
6.9
2.3

Open which day of week
Total responding
7 days a week
Monday - Friday
Missing

233
123
80
30

100 .0 %
60.6
39.4

Note. Superscript letter " = Respondents' total is more than 100% because o f multiple
responses
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As a side note, the majority of the respondents (81.8%) worked in their guestrooms
during the business trips and the majority o f respondents (80%) worked 1-2 hours in their
guestrooms.

Business Travelers' Characteristic by Subgroups
As mentioned in a previous subchapter, there was a significant difference
between males and females when looking at reasons for business travel.
Table 12 presents reasons for the business travel by gender. Sales meeting was a
major reason for men to travel on business (25.7%). In contrast, only 11.2 percent of
women claimed to travel for sales meetings.

Table 12.
Business Travelers Characteristic bv Gender

Reasons for business travel
Total business trips
Conventions or trade shows
Consulting projects
Client meetings
Executive conferences
Management development seminars
Presentations
Training and development meetings
Sales calls
National or regional sales meetings

Male
2583
15.1%
7.3
8.9
9.1
5.4
9.7
7.2
11.6 ®
25.7®

Female
115Ô
32.4%®
12 .2 ®
11.5
8.1
4.8
10.2
4.3
5.3
11.2

Note. Superscript letter® = Significantly different than the number listed under the
identified column at the 95% confidence interval.
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Conventions or trade shows were major reasons for female respondents (32.4%)—
compare to only 15.1% for men. Men and women were also different in terms of
consulting projects, sales calls, and national or regional sales meetings. Specially, men
were more likely travel for sales calls and national sales meetings while women more
likely to travel for consulting projects.
The percentage of respondents carrying laptops and using business centers varied
depending on type of traveler (frequent travelers, nonfrequent travelers). Significantly
more frequent travelers carry laptops (78.3%) than nonfrequent travelers (43.3%).
Frequent travelers are also significantly more likely to use business centers (44.3%) than
nonfrequent travelers (22%). This information is shown in Table 13.

Table 13.
Business Traveler's Characteristic between Frequent Travelers and Nonfrequent Travelers
Frequent
(10 or more trips)
Carrying laptops
Using business center

Nonfrequent
(less than 10 trips)

78.37%“
54.32“

43.28%
32.00

Note. Superscript letter® = Significantly different than the number listed under the
identified column at the 95% confidence interval.

Results Tested Hypotheses
Proposition 1: The availability o f business services in a hotel is an important
reason for selecting a hotel for business travelers.
The specific hypotheses used to examine proposition 1 were:
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<Hypothesis la>
Hoia:(X<4; Availability o f a business center on the premises is n o tan important feature for
business travelers’ hotel selection.
Ha; a: (t>4; Availability o f a business center on the premises is an important feature for
business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lb>
Hoib: ft<4; Availability of technologically equipped guestrooms is not an important
feature for business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haib: p>4; Availability o f technologically equipped guestrooms is an important feature
for business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis l o
Hoic.|J.<4; The hotel frequent stayer program that allows to guests earn points toward free
accommodations is notan important feature for business travelers’ hotel
selection.
Haic: fl>4; The hotel frequent stayer program that allows guests to earn points toward
free accommodations is an important feature for business travelers' hotel
selection.
<Hypothesis ld>
Ho Id: |X<4; Availability o f large working desk in the guestroom is not an important
feature for business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haid: p>4; Availability o f large working desk in the guestroom is an important feature for
business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis le>
Hoie: |J.<4; Availability o f airline or hotel reward program is not an important feature for
business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haie: (i>4; Availability o f airline or hotel reward program is an important feature for
business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lfr>
Ho If: |i<4; The hotel provides upgrades when available is not an important feature for
business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haif: ji^4; The hotel provides upgrades when available is an important feature for
business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lg>
Hoig: p.<4; The customize services from information of guests' prior stays are not an
important feature for business travelers' hotel selection.
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Haig: |i>4; The customize services from information o f guests' prior stays are an
important feature for business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lh>
Ho 11,: |l<4; Availability o f free local telephone calls are not an important feature for
business travelers’ hotel selection.
Hail,: p>4; Availability o f free local telephone calls are an important feature for business
travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis li>
Hoii: (J.<4; Availability o f access to the Internet through the business center is not an
important feature for business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haii: fi>4; Availability o f access to the Internet through the business center is an
important feature for business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lj>
Hoij: (l<4; Availability o f access to the Internet through the guestroom is not an
important feature for business travelers’ hotel selection.
Haij: |i>4; Availability o f access to the Internet through the guestroom is an important
feature for business travelers' hotel selection.
<Hypothesis lk>
Ho Ik: |Ll<4; The décor o f the guestroom is not an important feature for business travelers’
hotel selection.
Haik: p^4; The décor o f the guestroom is an important feature for business travelers'
hotel selection.
Respondents were asked about their reasons for choosing one hotel over another.
They rated each category on a seven-point scale. To test hypotheses in proposition 1, a 95
percent confidence interval was used. If the lower value was greater than 4, then the null
hypothesis was rejected. If however, the lower value was less than 4, then the null
hypotheses can not be rejected. As shown in table 14, the lower value was the 95 percent
confident interval were greater than 4 on the following features:
•

Free local telephone calls;

•

The décor of the guestroom;
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•

Guestroom has large working desk;

•

The hotel offers technologically equipped guestroom;

•

Availability o f business center on premise.

Table 14.
Hvpotheses in Proposition 1
Hypothesis

Mean

Hoia: M<4; Availability o f business center

4.21

Hoib: M<4; Availability o f technologically
equipped guestroom
Hoic: p<4; Frequent stayer program
How: p<4; Large working desk

4.23
3.34
4.30

Hoie: p<4; Airline or hotel reward program

3.90

Ho If: fj<4; Upgrade program
Hoig: p<4; Customize services

4.48
4.14

Hoih: M<4; Free local telephone calls

4.94

95% confidence interval
lower
upper
4 .02 '
4.40
4.03^
3.61
4.04'
3.61
3.87

4.85
4.19
4.56
4.19
4.49

3.88

4.42

4.68'

5.20

Hoii: p<4; Availability o f access to the
Internet through the business center
3.07
2.81
3.33
Hoij: |J<4; Availability o f access to the
Internet through the guestroom
3.64
3.35
3.93
Ho Ik: m<4; The décor o f the guestroom
4.42'
4.90
4.66
Note. Superscript letter : Reject the null hypothesis because the lower value of the 95
percent confident interval was greater than 4 on the following
features.
Scale: Not at all important-1, Extremly important-?

Proposition 2: The frequency o f using different business services for business
travelers varies according to importance of business service
amenities.
Since Hoi and H 02 revealed that both a business center and a technologically
equipped guestroom are important, it is necessary to identify the business services that
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business travelers look for in both the business center or in the guestroom. In proposition
2, the importance o f business service amenities in the business was tested. The specific
hypotheses used to examine proposition 2 were:
<Hypothesis 2a>
Hoza: JJ.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using black/white copy machines when
they are traveling for business.
Haza: M^4 ; Business travelers are frequently using black/white copy machines when they
are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2b>
Hozb-' (J.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using color copy machines when they
are traveling for business.
Hazb: |i>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using color copy machines when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2 0
Hoze: |l<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently sending faxes when they are traveling
for business.
Hazc: f 0 4 ; Business travelers are frequently sending faxes when they are traveling for
business.
<Hypothesis 2d>
Hozd: M-<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently receiving faxes when they are traveling
for business.
Hazd: M>4 ; Business travelers are frequently receiving faxes when they are traveling for
business.
<Hypothesis 2 o
Hoze: (l<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using a black/white printout from
laptop/diskette when they are traveling for business.
Haze: |i>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using a black/white printout from
laptop/diskette when they are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2f>
Hozf: fi.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using color printouts from a
laptop/diskette when they are traveling for business.
Hazf: (X>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using color printouts from a laptop/diskette
when they are traveling for business.
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<Hypothesis 2g>
Hozg: fl<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using Internet access when they are
traveling for business.
Hazg: li>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using Internet access when they are traveling
for business.
<Hypothesis 2h>
Hozh: [4<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using telephone modem rental when
they are traveling for business.
Hazh: p>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using telephone modem rental when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2i>
Hozj: |LI<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using word processing service when they
are traveling for business.
Hazi: fj>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using word processing service when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2j>
Hozj: H<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using message taking service when they
are traveling for business.
Hazj: ii>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using message taking service when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2k>
Hozk: M-<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using delivery messenger services when
they are traveling for business.
Hazk: IX>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using delivery messenger services when
they are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 21>
Hozi: |4.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using teleconferencing equipment when
they are traveling for business.
Hazi: fX>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using teleconferencing equipment when they
are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2m>
Hozm: M.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using audiovisual equipment when they
are traveling for business.
Hazm: |4>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using audiovisual equipment when they are
traveling for business.
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<Hypothesis 2n>
Hozn: |l<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using binding service when they are
traveling for business.
Hazn: M>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using binding when they are traveling for
business.
<Hypothesis 2o>
Hozo: |l<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using computer rental when they are
traveling for business.
Hazo: M>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using computer rental when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2p>
Hozp: (J.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using cellular phone rental when they
are traveling for business.
Hazp: |4>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using cellular phone rental when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2q>
Hozq: p.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using beeper rental when they are
traveling for business.
Hazq: |X>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using beeper rental when they are traveling
for business.
<Hypothesis 2r>
Hozr: M-<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using black/white transparency copies
when they are traveling for business.
Hazr: |i>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using black/white transparency copies when
they are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2s>
Hozs: |l<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using color transparency copies when
they are traveling for business.
Hazs: fi>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using color transparency copies when they
are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2t>
Hozt- p.<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using private conference room when
they are traveling for business.
Hazt: |J>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using private conference room when they are
traveling for business.
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<Hypothesis 2u>
Hozu: fl<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using speaker phone rental when they
are traveling for business.
Hazu: |i>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using speaker phone rental when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2v>
Hozv- M-<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using advice/assistance with software on
computer problems when they are traveling for business.
Hazv: \X>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using advice/assistance with software on
computer problems when they are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2w>
Hozw: H<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using shipping service when they are
traveling for business.
Hazw: M^4 ; Business travelers are frequently using shipping service when they are
traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2x>
Hozx: M-<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using creation o f business cards when
they are traveling for business.
Hazx: M>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using creation of business cards when they
are traveling for business.
<Hypothesis 2y>
Hozy: fX<4 ; Business travelers are not frequently using infocus projector for Power Point
presentation when they are traveling for business.
Hazy: li>4 ; Business travelers are frequently using infocus projector for Power Point
presentation when they are traveling for business.
To test the importance each of business service amenities in business center, a 95
percent confidence interval was used. If the lower value was greater than 4, then the null
hypothesis was rejected. If however, the lower value is less than 4, then the null
hypotheses can not be rejected.
Table 15 shows the 95 percent confidence intervals and test results for each
hypothesis. The lower value o f 95 percent interval for message taking service(4.21) and
sending fax (4.11) was greater than four as was the lower value for receiving fax(4.12).
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Table 15.
Hypotheses in Proposition 2
Hypothesis

Mean

95% confidence interval
lower
upper
3.70
4.16
1.77
2.11
4 .ir
4.49

Hoza: p<4; Black and white copy
Hozb: p<4; Color copy

3.93
1.94

Hozc: p<4; Sending fax

4.30

Hozd: p<4; Receiving fax
Hoze: |J<4; Black and white printout

4.38

4.12'

2.49
2.91

2.24
2.64
2.66

3.24

Hozh: p<4; Telephone modem rental

2.95
1.91

1.69

2.13

Hozi: M<4; Word processing service

2.08

1.85

2.33

Hozj: p<4; Message taking service

4.50
2.82

4.21'

4.79
3.16

2.25
2.47

2.77

Hozm: p<4; Audiovisual equipment

2.50
2.74

Hozn: p<4; Binding service

1.46

1.30

1.62

Hozo: M<4; Computer rental
Hozp: p<4; Cellular phone rental

1.47

1.34

1.62

1.60

1.44

Hozq: p<4; Beeper rental

1.34

1.14

1.78
1.54

Hozr: p<4; Black/white transparency copies 2.07
Hozs: p<4; Color transparency copies
1.80

1.76

2.35

1.80

2.00

Hozt: M<4; Private conference room

2.88

3.14

Hozu: p<4; Speaker phone rental
Hozv: M<4; Advice/assistance

1.63
1.66

Hozw: p<4; Shipping service

3.18

2.62
1.45
1.49
2.90

1.81
1.83
3.46

Hozx: p<4; Creation o f business cards

1.30

1.17

1.45

Hozy: p<4; Infocus projector

2.03

1.79

2.29

Hozf: p<4; Color printout
Hozg: p<4; Internet access

Hozk: p<4; Delivery messenger services
Hozi: p<4; Teleconferencing equipment

2.50

4.76
2.74
3.18

3.01

Note. Superscript letter : Reject the null hypothesis because the lower value of the 95
percent confident interval were greater than 4 on the following
features.
Scale: Never-1, All the time-7.
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Therefore, the null hypotheses Hozc (Ho2c:p.<4 ), Hozd (Hozd-* ll<4), and Hozj (Hozj: |l<4),
were rejected. The results of the hypothesis tests indicate business travelers are
frequently using message taking service and also frequently receiving and sending faxes
in business centers.
One significant finding from this question is that computer rental’s (Hozo) mean
score was only 1.47. This is most likely due to that almost seventy percent o f respondents
carried laptops when they travel for business.
Proposition 3; business service amenities in the guestrooms are important to the
business travelers.
In addition to the frequency o f business service amenities in the business center,
the importance of eight in-room business service amenities were tested. The specific
hypotheses used to examine proposition 2 were:
<Hypothesis 3a>
Ho]a: fi<4; TV access to the web in the guestroom is not important to the business
travelers.
Hasa: (i>4; TV access to the web in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3b>
Ho3b: (l<4; In-room video games accessible to TV are not important to the business
travelers.
Ha3b: |l>4; In-room video games accessible to TV are important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3 0
Ho3c: |i<4; A fax machine in the guestroom is not important to the business travelers.
Ha3c: H>4; A fax machine in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3d>
Ha3d: (i<4; A computer in the guestroom is not important to the business travelers.
Ho3d: H>4; A computer in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
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<Hypothesis 3e>
Hogg: |i<4; A printer in the guestroom is not important to the business travelers.
Hase: jJ>4; A printer in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3 ^
Ho3f: |i<4; A speaker phone in the guestroom is not important to the business travelers.
Ha3f: |i>4; A speaker phone in the guestroom is important to the business travelers.
<Hypothesis 3g>
Ho3g: |J.<4; An oversize working desk in the guestroom is not important to the business
travelers.
Ha3g: |i>4; An oversize working desk in the guestroom is important to the business
travelers.
<Hypothesis 3h>
Ho3h: |i<4; Internet access through a phone line in the guestroom is not important to the
business travelers.
Ha3h: }i>4; Internet access through a phone line in the guestroom is important to the
business travelers.

To test Ho3h - Ho3h, 95 percent confidence levels were used. If the lower value
was greater than 4, then the null hypothesis was rejected. If however, the lower value is
less than 4, then the null hypotheses can not be rejected.
Table 16 shows the 95 percent confidence intervals and test results for each
hypothesis. As shown in Table 16, only oversize desk's lower value o f 95 percent
confidence interval was greater than four. Therefore, the null hypothesis 3 g (Ho3g: |i<4)
was rejected but for the null hypotheses 3a(Ho3a: |I<4), 3b (Ho3y: |l<4), 3c (Ho3c: M-<4),
3d (Ho3(j: |I<4), 3e (Ho 3e: p.<4), 3f (Ho3f: |X<4) and (Ho3g: (l<4), it was not possible to
reject the null based on the 95% confidence interval. Results o f hypothesis test indicated
that oversize working desk in the guestroom are important to the business travelers when
they travel for business.
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Table 16.
Hypotheses in Proposition 3
Hypothesis
Ho3a: M<4; TV access to the web

95% confidence interval
lower
upper
2.39
2.89
1.93
3.35

2.37
3.91

1.81

2.21

Ho3g: p<4; Printer

3.35

3.38

Ho3f: p<4; Speaker phone

2.82

Ho3g: p<4; Oversize working desk

4.06'

3.38
4.66

Ho3h: M<4; Internet through phone line

3.71

4.31

Ho3b: |J<4; Video game accessible to TV
Ho3c‘- p<4; Fax machine
Ho3d: p<4; Computer in the guestroom

Note. Superscript letter ' : Reject the null hypothesis because the lower value o f the 95
percent confident interval were greater than 4 on the following
features.
Scale: Not important-1, Very important-7.

The significant finding is that oversize desk in the guestroom received high scores
from both hotel selection factors (4.30) and in-room business services (4.36). This finding
is consistent with respondents working habits in the guestroom —81.8 percent of
respondents are working in their guestrooms.

Two Independent Sample t-test
Proposition 4: The frequency o f business travels effects the importance o f
business service amenities.
T-tests were performed to test mean differences o f scores on selected business services
between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
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<Hypothesis 4a>
Ho4a : Xf= Xne There is no difference in the importance o f availability o f business center
as a hotel selection factor between frequent travelers and nonfrequent
travelers.
Ha$a : Xf4=Xnf, There is a difference in the importance o f availability o f business center as a
hotel selection factor between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4b>
Ho4b : Xf= Xnf; There is no difference in the importance o f availability o f technologically
equipped guestroom as a hotel selection factor between frequent travelers
and nonfrequent travelers.
Ha4b : Xf4=Xnf; There is a difference in the importance o f availability o f technologically
equipped guestroom as a hotel selection factor between frequent travelers
and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4c>
Ho4c : Xf= Xnf, There is no difference in the importance of oversize working desk in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Ha4c : Xf4=Xnf There is a difference in the importance o f oversize working desk in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4d>
Ho4d : Xf= Xnf There is no difference in the importance of Internet through phone line in
the guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Ha4d : Xf4: Xnf There is a difference in the importance of Internet through phone line in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4e>
Ho4c : Xf=Xnf There is no difference in the frequency of using receiving fax services
between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers
Ha4e : Xf4= Xnf There is a difference in the frequency of using receiving fax services
between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4f^
Ho4f : Xf=Xnf There is no difference in the frequency o f using sending fax services
between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Hatf : Xf4=Xnf There is a difference in the frequency of using sending fax services between
frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
<Hypothesis 4g>
Ho4g: Xf= Xnf There is no difference in the importance o f oversize working desk in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Ha4g : Xf4= Xnf There is a difference in the importance of oversize working desk in the
guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
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<Hypothesis 4h>
Ho4h : Xf=Xnf; There is no difference in the importance o f Internet through phone line in
the guestroom between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.
Ha»h : Xf=t Xnf There is a difference in the importance o f Internet through phone line in the
guestroom between firequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers.

The t-tests were performed to test mean differences o f scores on selected business
services between frequent travelers and nonfrequent travelers. Test results are indicated
as a superscript letter in table 17, table 18 and table 19.
Table 17 revealed that there were significant differences between frequent and
nonfrequent business travelers on the following hotel selection featmes:
•

Guestroom has large working desk;

• The hotel offers technologically equipped guestroom;
• The hotel uses information from your prior stays;
• Airline or hotel reward program;
• The hotel has a frequent stayer program that allows guests to earn points
towards free accommodations.
The mean o f the scores on the importance of availability o f technologically
equipped guestroom was 4.60 and for nonfrequent travelers was 3.78. Because the
significance level is less than .05, the null hypothesis (Ho4a : X|=xz) was rejected.
However, the null hypothesis that there is no difference in the importance o f availability
o f business center on premises (Ho4b : Xf=x „f) for frequent travelers and nonfrequent
travelers was unable to be rejected since the significance level was large (p>.05). This
suggests the availability of business center on premises is important to both types of
travelers (frequent travelers-4.40 and nonfrequent travelers-3.97).
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Table 17.
Average Score on Hotel Selection Factors
Hotel selection factors

Mean

Free local telephone calls

Frequent Nonfrequent
Traveler
Traveler
4.94(33.8) 5.02(34.2) 4.83(32.4)

The décor of the guestroom

4.66(31.1) 4.64(29.7) 4.66(32.4)

The hotel provides you upgrades when available

4.48(30.7) 4.40(29.0) 4.53(33.7)

Guestroom has large working desk

4.30(28.5) 4.78“(32.3) 3.69(20.3)

The hotel offers technologically equipped guestroom 4.23(26.8) 4.60“(30.9) 3.78(17.6)
Availability of business center on premise

4.21(26.3) 4.40(27.1)

The hotel uses information from your prior stays

4.14(27.2) 4.52‘(30.9) 3.65(18.9)

Airline or hotel reward program

3.90(18.4) 4.19“(20.6)

3.19(13.5)

Availability of access to the
internet through the guestroom

3.64(17.1) 3.69(16.8)

3.65(17.6)

3.97(24.3)

The hotel has a frequent stayer program that allows
you to earn points towards free accommodations 3.34(16.7) 3.60“(18.1) 2.96(13.4)
Availability of access to the internet
through the business center

3.07(7.9)

3.18(7.7)

2.99(8.1)

Note. Superscript letter = Significantly different than the number listed under the identified
column at the 95%
( ) = Top box (Percentage of respondents rating 7 on each business services)
Scale: Not at all important-1, Extremely important-?.

Table 18 revealed that there were significant differences between frequent and
nonfrequent business travelers on the use o f business service amenities in business
centers:
•

Message taking service;

•

Receiving faxes;
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Table 18.
Average Score o f Business Traveler's Need
Hotel services

Mean

Frequent
Traveler

Nonfrequent
Traveler

Message taking service

4.50(29.4)

5.09®(32.2)

3.76(23.0)

Receiving faxes

4.38(26.3)

5.02®(29.0)

3.58(20.2)

Sending faxes

4.30(20.2)

4.86®(21.9)

3.59(16.2)

Black/white copies

3.93(17.5)

4.07(18.1)

3.75(16.2)

Shipping service

3.18(132)

3.49®(14.2)

2.79(10.8)

Internet access

2.95(14.0)

2.87(14.2)

3.03(13.5)

Color printouts from laptop/diskette

2.91(9.6)

3.36®(11.0)

2.35(6.7)

Private conference room

2 .88(8.8)

3.39®(10.3)

2.26(5.4)

Delivery messenger services

2.82(11.8)

2.76(11.6)

2.85(12.2)

Audiovisual equipment

2.74(9.2)

2.27 (9.7)

3.13®(8.1)

Teleconferencing equipment

2.50(11.8)

2.79®(12.2)

2 . 11( 10.8)

Black/white printout from laptop/diskette

2.49(11.8)

2.37(11.6)

2.60(122)

Word processing service

2.08(3.5)

2.03 (32)

2.12(4.0)

Black/white transparency copies

2.07(2.6)

1.59(2.6)

2.46(2.7)

Infocus projector for Power Point presentation

2.03(2.6)

2.06 (2 .6)

2.01(2.7)

Color copies

1.94(2.2)

1.78(1.9)

2.07(2.7)

Telephone modem rental

1.91(3.1)

1.87 (3.2)

1.93(2.7)

Color transparency copies

1.80(1.3)

2.01 (1.3)

1.51(1.4)

Advice/assistance with software
on computer problems

1.66(1.3)

1.46(1.3)

1.81(1.4)

Speaker phone rental

1.63

1.46

1.76

Cellular phone rental

1.60

1.51

1.66

Computer rental

1.47

1.43

1.48

Binding service

1.46

1.45

1.45

Beeper rental

1.34

1.32

1.34

Creation of business cards

1.30

1.31

1.28

Note. Superscript letter® = Significantly different than the number listed under the identified
column at the 95%
( ) = Top box (Percentage at respondents rating 7 on each business services)
Scale: Never-1, All the time-7.
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•

Sending faxes;

•

Shipping service;

•

Color printout from laptop/diskette;

•

Teleconferencing equipment.

The null hypothesis 4c-4e that there were significant differences in the importance
of message taking service, receiving faxes and sending faxes between frequent travelers
and nonfrequent travelers were rejected since the significance levels were small (p<.05)
and that means there were significant differences in the importance o f message taking
service, receiving faxes and sending faxes between frequent travelers and nonfrequent
travelers.
Table 19 revealed that there were significant differences between frequent and

Table 19.
The Importance o f Hotel Room Business Services Amenities
Business services in guestroom

Mean

Oversize working desk

4.36(30.7)

Frequent Nonfrequent
Traveler
Traveler
5.02“(34.2) 3.53(22.9)

Internet access through phone line

4.01(25.8)

4.20(26.5)

3.76(27.0)

Fax machine

3.63(17.5)

3.90®(19.3)

3.28(13.5)

Printer

3.63(16.2)

3.67(16.1)

3.56(16.2)

Speaker phone

3.06(13.2)

3.36®(14.2)

2.68(10.8)

TV access to web

2.64(11.8)

2.82(11.6)

2.47(12.2)

Video games accessible to TV

2.22(7.9)

2.13(7.1)

2.18(9.5)

Computer

2.01(3.5)

1.89(3.2)

2.15(4.0)

Note. Superscript letter® = Significantly different than the number listed under the
identified column at the 95%
( ) = Top box (Percentage of respondents rating 7 on each business services)
Scale: Not important-1, Very important-7.
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nonfrequent business travelers on the following in-room business service amenities:
•

Oversize working desk;

•

Fax machine;

•

Speaker phone.

Regression Analysis for Business Services in the Business Centers
Proposition 5; Each business service has an impact on the need of the business
center on the premises.
A second way to identify the important features in a business center, in addition
to comparing the means, was to perform multiple regression. The dependent variable was
the importance o f a business center in the selection o f a hotel and the independent
variables were the business service features. The specific hypotheses tested are listed
below.
<Hypothesis 5a>
Hosa." all Bs=0; There is no linear relationship between dependent and independent
variables.
Hasa: all 6s*0; There is linear relationship between dependent and independent variables.
<Hypothesis 5a-1>
Hosa-i: Bfvi=0 where ivi= Black/white copies
Hasa-i: BiviTO
<Hypothesis 5a-2>
Ho5a-2‘. Biv2=0 where rvz= Color copies
Hasa-2: BrvzfO
<Hypothesis 5a-3>
Hosa-3: Biv3=0 where rv3= Sending faxes
Ha5a-3* Biv3T0
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<Hypothesis 5a-4>
Hosa^: 6 rv4=0 where iv4= Receiving faxes
Ha$ar4" BiV4^
<Hypothesis 5a-5>
Hosa-5: firv5=0 where rvs= Black/white printout from laptop/diskette
Hasa-s'. BivsTO
<Hypothesis 5a-6>
Hosa^: Biv6=0 where iv6= Color printout from laptop/diskette
Hasa^: Brv6^
<Hypothesis 5a-7>
Hosa-?: Brv7=0 where rv?= Internet access
Hasa-?'. BrvT^
<Hypothesis 5a-8>
Hosa-g; Biv8=0 where rvg= Telephone modem rental
Hasa-g: Brvg^O
<Hypothesis 5a-9>
Hosa-9: Biv9=0 where rv9= Word processing service
Hasa-9: Brv9*0
<Hypothesis 5a-10>
Hosa-io: Bivio=0 where rvio= Message taking service
Hasa-io-’ Bivio^O

<Hypothesis 5a-l 1>
Hosa-i 1: Bivi 1=0 where ivu= Delivery messenger services
Hasa-n: Brvn#0
<Hypothesis 5a-12>
Hosa-12: Bivi2=0 where rvi2= Teleconferencing equipment
H a5a-i2: firvi24=0

<Hypothesis 5a-13>
Hosa-13: Brvi3=0 where rvi3= Audiovisual equipment
Hasa-n: Brvi3*=0
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<Hypothesis 5a-14>
Hosa.14: Brvi4=0 where ivi4= Binding service
Ha;a_i4: 6rvi4'W
<Hypothesis 5a-15>
Hosa-is^ firvi5=0 where rvis= Computer rental
Hasa-is: Brvis"^
<Hypothesis 5a-16>
Hosa-16: Bivi6=0 where rvi6= Cellular phone rental
Hasa-16- Brvi6=fO
<Hypothesis 5a-17>
Hosa-i?: Bivi7=0 where ivit= Beeper rental
Hasa-n- Brvif^
<Hypothesis 5a-18>
Hosa-ig: Bivig=0 where ivig= Black/white transparency copies
Hasa-ig: Brvig4=0

<Hypothesis 5a-19>
Hosa-19: B[vi9=0 where tvi9= Color transparency copies
Hasa-19- BivigW
<Hypothesis 5a-20>
Hosa-2o: B[V2o=0 where iv20= Private conference room
H a5a-20- B[V20*0

<Hypothesis 5a-21>
Ho5a-2i: Brv2i=0 where iv2i= Speaker phone rental
Hasa 2i: Biv2i^
<Hypothesis 5a-22>
Ho5a-22- Biv22^ where iv22~ Advice/assistance with software on computer problems
Ha5a-22- BiV22^0
<Hypothesis 5a-23>
Hosa.23: Biv23=0 where rv23= Shipping service
Hasa-23- Br/23*0
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<Hypothesis 5a-24>
Ho5a-24: Biv24=0 whcrc iv24= Creation o f business cards
H asa-24- Biv244=0

<Hypothesis 5a-25>
Hosa-zs: Biv25=0 where rv25= Infocus projector for Power Point presentation
Hasa-ZS-'
Before running the regression, a correlation matrix was derived to check the
correlation between each independent variable. The correlation matrix revealed that some
o f the independent variables were related with each other. Specifically, there was a
correlation between sending faxes and receiving faxes, beeper rentals and cellular phone
rentals, black/white printout and color printout, and black/white and color transparency.
Each o f the two variables that were correlated was joined to create one independent
variable. Thus, four new variables were created: (1) faxes, (2) cellular phone and beeper
rentals, (3) black/white printout, and (4) black/white and color transparency. This was
done to remove potential multicollinearity fi’om the model.
To further check for multicollinearity, the tolerance was checked. Norusis(1993)
explained tolerance as follows:
The strength of the linear relationships among the independent variables is
measured by a statistic called the tolerance. For each independent variable, the
tolerance is the proportion o f variability o f that variable that is not explained by its
linear relationships with the other independent variables in the model. Since
tolerance is a proportion, its values range from 0 to 1. A value close to 1 indicates
that an independent variable has little o f its variabilitiy explained by the other
independent variables. A value close to 0 indicates that a variable is almost a
linear combination of the other independent variables (SPSS 6.1 guide to data
analysis, p484)
As shown in table 20 and 21, there were no multicollinearity problems. To examine
constant variance, the residuals were plotted against the predicted values.
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Table 20.
Multicollinearity for Business Services in the Business Center

Hotel services

Tolerance

VIF

Message taking service

.705786

1.417

faxes service

.321484

3.111

Black/white copies

.544885

1.835

Shipping service

.708222

1.412

Internet access

.630504

1.586

Private conference room

.475518

2.103

Delivery messenger services

.636206

1.572

Audiovisual equipment

.428583

2.333

Teleconferencing equipment

.429045

2.331

Black/white printout from laptop/diskette

.596888

1.675

Word processing service

.388225

2.576

Black/white and color transparency copies

.338100

2.958

Infocus projecter for Power Point presentation

.682765

1.465

Telephone modem rental

.364188

2.746

.437800

2.284

Speaker phone rental

.535630

1.867

Cellular phone rental and Beeper rental

.360428

2.774

Computer rental

.514064

1.945

Binding service

.495086

2.020

Creation o f business cards

.586671

1.705

Advice/assistance with software
on computer problems
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Table 21.
Multicollinearitv for In-room Business Services
In-room business services

Tolerance

VIF

Computer

.768217

1.302

Oversize working desk

.598603

1.671

Fax machine

.751619

1.330

In-room video games accessible to TV

.688184

1.453

Internet access through phone line

.753360

1.327

Printer

.607896

1.645

Speaker phone

.670832

1.491

TV access to web

.715566

1.397

Plotting the studentized residual against sequence variable checked independence
assumption. Cook’s Distance plotted to measure o f how much omission of a case from
the computation of the regression equation will change the residuals of all the cases.
Outliers from Cook's Distance plot were excluded from computation of the regression
statistics. These plots can be foimd in Appendix B. The result o f these plots revealed
that the assumptions regarding multiple regression were met.
The null hypothesis 5a (all Bs=0) that all coefScients are 0 was rejected because
the observed significance level of F was less than 0.05. However, not all the independent
variables were significant, as shown in Table 22. The only significant variables were
black/white copies, fax services, black/white printouts, and shipping service.
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Table 22.
Regression Analysis
R
R^
Adj. R^
F
Sig.

Independent

.70
.48
.40
6.12294
<.0000

Dependent variable = Score on availability o f business center
B
SEB
Beta
S ig T

Fax service

.390678

.097313

.351857

.0001

Black/white printout
from laptop/diskette

.336368

.083068

.294811

.0001

Black/white copies

.287503

.089135

.245781

.0015

Shipping service

.181615

.073190

.165851

.0141

Therefore, the null hypotheses Hosa-i (Hosa-f. 6=0), Hosa-3 (Hosa.3: 6=0), Hosa-s
(Hosa-s’ 6= 0 ), and Hosa-23 (Hosa-23: 6=0 ) were rejected, which means that there were linear
relationships among black/white copies, fax services, black/white printouts, shipping
services and business centers on the premises. The final model is presented below:
r =.5121 + .2875X/+.3907x3+.3364x5 + . 1816x 55+ e
where; Y= the importance o f business center on premises.
x/=the frequency o f using b/w copy machines.
X5=the frequency o f using fax services.
X5=the frequency o f using Black/white printout from laptop/diskette .
X25=the frequency o f using shipping services.
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To identify in-room business service amenities that are important, another
multiple regression analysis was used. In this case, the dependent variable was the
importance of technologically equipped guestroom. Each o f the in-room business service
amenity was independent variable.
<Hypothesis 6a>
Hofia- all Bs=0; There is no linear relationship between dependent and independent
variables.
Ha^a- all Bs=0; There is linear relationship between dependant and independent variables.
<Hypothesis 6a-1>
Ho6a-i: Bivi=0 where rvi= TV access to web
Ha^a-i- Bivi~0
<Hypothesis 6a-2>
Ho6a-2: Biv2=0 where iv2= In-room video games accessible to TV
Ha^a z: Biv2=0
<Hypothesis 6a-3>
Ho6a-3- Brv3=0 where rv3= Fax machine
Ha6a-3- Biv3~0
<Hypothesis 6a-4>
Hoga^: Biv4=0 where iv4= Computer
Ha6a-4- Brv4~0
<Hypothesis 6a-5>
Hoga-s: Brv5=0 where rvs= Printer
Ha^a s: firv5~0
<Hypothesis 6a-6>
Hoga^: fiiv6=0 where iv6= Speaker phone
Ha6a-6- Biv6~0
<Hypothesis 6a-7>
Ho6a-7: 6rv7=0 where ivt= Oversize working desk
Ha^a-?- Brvf^O
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<Hypothesis 6a-8>
Hoga-g: Bivg= 0 where [vg= Internet access through phone line
Haga-g: B rvg=0

The null hypothesis 6 a (all Bs=0) that all coefiBcients are 0 was rejected because
the observed significance level of F is less than 0.05. However, not all the independent
variables were significant, as shown in Table 24. The only significant variables for in
room amenities were over size desks, Internet access through phone line and fax machine
in the room.

Table 24.
Regression Analvsis
R
.52
R^
.27
Adj. R"
.24
F
8.79256
Sig.
<.0000
Dependent variable = The importance o f in-room business services
Independent

B

SEB

Beta

Sig T

Oversize working desk

.324906 .072011

.364234

.0000

Internet access through phone line

.189378 .063121

.215898

.0031

Fax machine

.148802 .068832

.155745

.0319

Therefore, the null hypotheses Hoga-s (Hoga-s: B=0), Hoga-? (Hoga-?: B=0) and Hog&.g
(Hoga.g:

B=0) were rejected, which means that there were linear relationships among

oversize working desk, Internet access through phone line, fax machine and the
importance o f in-room business service. The final model is presented below:
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r = 1.9376 + .3249x5+ .1488x7+ .1893x« + e

where; Y= the importance o f technologically equipped room.
X5= fax machine in the room.
x /= over size desk in the room.
xs= Internet access through phone line.

Analysis of Price for Business Service Amenities
As mentioned in Chapter Two, if the price o f business services in hotels is much
higher than guests are willing to pay, business travelers are not going to use the services.
Therefore, to measure the price customers are willing to pay is important before
establishing prices (Lewis and Shoemaker, 1997).
To measure the acceptable price range of each business service, the respondents
were asked to give the price at which specific business service amenities (e.g. black/white
copies, color copies, receiving faxes, black/white printout from laptop/diskette, etc.)
would be so expensive that they would not buy the services in the hotel. Respondents
also were asked the price that they would be expected to pay for such services, if
available in a business center. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5 to Figure
18.
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Black/white Copies

100'

a!

.10

.05
.06

.20
.15

.30
.25

.50
.40

.75
.70

1.25
1.00

2.00
1.40

Price
Figure 5. Black/white Copies (Too expensive)
Median of the price (Expect to pay:___ ) ; $0.12
Median o f the price (Too expensive:------ ); $0.40
Mean of the price (Expect to pay); $0.23
Mean of the price (Too expensive); $0.58
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Expect to pay); $0.19 - $0.26
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Too expensive); $0.53 - $0.65

•

For black/white copies, 50 percent of the respondents stated that a price o f per page
$0.40 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 5, the median o f the price that
respondents expected to pay was $0.12. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $0.12 to $0.40 per page.
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Color Copies
100
80'

20 '

.40

.70
.50

200

1.00
.80

1.50

3.00
250

4.00
3.50

5.00
4.50

Ptice
Figure 6 . Color Copies (Too expensive)
Median o f the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $2.00

Median o f the price (Too expensive:-------); $2.50
Mean of the price (Expect to pay); $1.62
Mean of the price (Too expensive); $2.45
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Expect to pay); $1.43 - $1.81

95% Confidence Interval of mean (Too expensive); $2.22 - $2.69

•

For color copies, 50 percent of the respondents stated that a price o f per page $2.50
would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 6 , the median of the price that
respondents expected to pay was $2.00. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $2.00 to $2.50 per page.
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Sending Faxes
100

5

I

40'

.10

.25
.15

.70
.50

1.25
1.00

100
1.50

3.00
4.00
7.00
150
3.50
5.00

f t ic e

Figure 7. Sending Faxes (Too expensive)
Median o f the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $ 1.00

Median o f the price (Too expensive:------ ); $2.00
Mean of the price (Expect to pay); $ 1.23
Mean of the price (Too expensive); $2.44
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Expect to pay); $1.08 - $1.39
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Too expensive); $2.20 - $2.68

•

For sending faxes, 50 percent o f the respondents stated that a price of per page $2.00
would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 7, the median o f the price that
respondents expected to pay was $1.00. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere firom $1.00 to $2.00 per page.
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Receiving Faxes
100'

s
<u
cu

.00

.15
.10

JO
25

J5
.50

1.00 IJO 250 4.00 7.00
.75
125 200 3.00 5.00 10.00

Price
Figure 8. Receiving Faxes (Too expensive)
Median of the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $0.50

Median of the price (Too expensive:------ ); $1.50
Mean of the price (Expect to pay); $0.73
Mean of the price (Too expensive); $1.90
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Expect to pay); $0.63 - $0.84
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Too expensive); $1.65 - $2.16

•

For receiving faxes, 50 percent of the respondents stated that a price o f per page
$1.50 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 8, the median o f the price that
respondents expected to pay was $0.50. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $0.50 to $1.50 per page.
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Black/white Printout
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Figure 9. Black/white Printout (Too expensive)
Median o f the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $0.50

Median o f the price (Too expensive:------ ); $1.00
Mean o f the price (Expect to pay); $0.63
Mean o f the price (Too expensive); $1.36
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Expect to pay); $0.49 - $0.78
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Too expensive); $1.07 - $1.64

•

For black/white copies, 50 percent o f the respondents stated that a price of per page
$1.00 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 9, the median o f the price that
respondents expected to pay was $0.50. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $0.50 to $1.00 per page.
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Color Printout
100'
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ftk e
Figure 10. Color Printout (Too expensive)
Median of the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $2.00

Median of the price (Too expensive:------ ); $2.50
Mean of the price (Expect to pay); $1.45
Mean of the price (Too expensive); $2.45
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Expect to pay); $1.29 - $1.62
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Too expensive); $2.20 - $2.69

•

For color printout, 50 percent of the respondents stated that a price o f per page $2.50
would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 10, the median of the price that
respondents expected to pay was $2.00. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $2.00 to $2.50 per page.
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Black/white Transparency Copies
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Figure 11. Black/white Transparency Copies (Too expensive)
Median of the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $0.75

Median of the price (Too expensive:------ ); $1.50
Mean o f the price (Expect to pay); $0.88
Mean o f the price (Too expensive); $1.81
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Expect to pay); $0.71 - $1.05
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Too expensive); $1.53 - $2.09

•

For black/white transparency, 50 percent of the respondents stated that a price of per
page $1.50 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 11, the median of the price
that respondents expected to pay was $0.75. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $0.75 to $1.50 per page.
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Color Transparency Copies
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Figure 12. Color Transparency Copies (Too expensive)
Median o f the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $2.00

Median o f the price (Too expensive:------ ); $3.00
Mean of the price (Expect to pay); $2.18
Mean of the price (Too expensive); $3.39
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Expect to pay); $1.89 - $2.46
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Too expensive); $3.05 - $3.73

•

For color transparency copies, 50 percent of the respondents stated that a price o f per
page $3.00 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 12, the median of the price
that respondents expected to pay was $2.00. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $2.00 to $3.00 per page.
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Secretary Support
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Figure 13. Secretary Support (Too expensive)
Median o f the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $15.00

Median o f the price (Too expensive:------ ); $20.00
Mean o f the price (Expect to pay); $17.85
Mean o f the price (Too expensive); $26.50
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Expect to pay); $15.65 - $20.10
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Too expensive); $23.54 - $29.46

•

For secretary support, 50 percent o f the respondents stated that a price o f per hour
$25.00 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 13, the median o f the price that
respondents expected to pay was $15.00. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $15.00 to $20.00 per hour.
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Internet Access
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Figure 14. Internet Access (Too expensive)
Median o f the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $6.50

Median o f the price (Too expensive:------ ); $10.00
Mean o f the price (Expect to pay); $9.60
Mean o f the price (Too expensive); $17.00
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Expect to pay); $8.19 - $11.03
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Too expensive); $14.76 - $19.25

•

For Internet access, 50 percent o f the respondents stated that a price of per hour
$10.00 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 14, the median of the price that
respondents expected to pay was $6.50. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $6.50 to $10.00 per hour.
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Computer Rental
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Figure 15. Computer Rental (Too expensive)
Median of the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $20.00

Median of the price (Too expensive:------ ); $30.00
Mean of the price (Expect to pay); $19.44
Mean of the price (Too expensive); $29.79
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Expect to pay); $17.55 - $21.34
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Too expensive); $26.86 - $32.72

•

For computer rental, 50 percent of the respondents stated that a price o f per hour
$30.00 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 15, the median o f the price that
respondents expected to pay was $20.00. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere firom $20.00 to $30.00 per hour.
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Infocus Projecter Rental
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Figure 16. Infocus Projecter Rental (Too expensive)
Median of the price (Expect to pay: -----) ; $25.00
Median of the price (Too expensive:----- ); $35.00
Mean o f the price (Expect to pay); $23.84
Mean o f the price (Too expensive); $37.33
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Expect to pay); $21.64 - $26.05
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Too expensive); $33.39 - $41.23

•

For infocus projecter rental, 50 percent of the respondents stated that a price o f per
hour $35.00 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 16, the median o f the price
that respondents expected to pay was $25.00. This suggests that an acceptable range
to charge is anywhere from $25.00 to $35.00 per hour.
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Cellular Phone Rental
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Figure 17. Cellular Phone Rental (Too expensive)
Median o f the price (Expect to pay: ---- ) ; $20.00
Median o f the price (Too expensive:------ ); $30.00
Mean o f the price (Expect to pay); $21.79
Mean of the price (Too expensive); $33.67
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Expect to pay); $20.31 - $23.28
95% Confidence Interval of mean (Too expensive); $31.16 - $36.19

•

For cellular phone rental, 50 percent o f the respondents stated that a price o f per day
$30.00 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 17, the median of the price that
respondents expected to pay was $20.00. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $20.00 to $30.00 per day.
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Binding Service
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Figure 18. Binding Service (Too expensive)
Median of the price (Expect to pay:

) ; $2.50

Median o f the price (Too expensive:------ ); $3.50
Mean of the price (Expect to pay); $4.16
Mean of the price (Too expensive); $7.29
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Expect to pay); $3.46 - $4.86
95% Confidence Interval o f mean (Too expensive); $6.12 - $8.47

•

For binding service, 50 percent of the respondents stated that a price o f per booklet
$3.50 would be too expensive. As shown in Figure 18, the median o f the price that
respondents expected to pay was $2.50. This suggests that an acceptable range to
charge is anywhere from $2.50 to $3.50 per booklet.
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CHAPTERS

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION

Introduction
In the previous chapter, the statistical results of the study were presented. In this
chapter, these findings are discussed, and the theoretical and marketing implications of
the findings are discussed. Finally, this chapter suggests possible directions for future
research.

Result for Business Center
The results of this study indicate that the availability of a business center on the
premises and the availability o f a technologically equipped guestroom are important
features for business travelers' hotel selection. This supports the statement mentioned in
Chapter Two that business travelers need an office away firom the office because they
want to be productive when traveling. Recall that 81.8 percent o f the respondents work
in their guestroom and more than half carries laptops when they travel for business. The
hotel industry must be ready for these working guests. Therefore, it is necessary to
identify the business services that business travelers look for in the business center or in
the guestroom. These were found in this study.
102
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In this study, message-taking service received the highest score among the
business service amenities in the business center. This study also revealed that business
travelers frequently use fax services, as evidenced by the finding that both receiving and
sending faxes received a mean score of four or greater.
One interesting finding for business service amenities in the business center was
that computer rental was not important. This was evidenced by the low score (1.47). The
unpopularity of computer rental in the business centers can be due to many business
travelers carrying laptops. To review 78.4 percent of frequent travelers carry laptops and
43.3 percent of nonfrequent travelers carry laptops when they travel for business.
Teleconferencing equipment, which was categorized as an unimportant business
service in Weaver and Oh's study (1993), ranked and 11* out o f twenty-five business
service amenities in this study. This suggests that there is some demand for this services.
This confirms the study presented that in Chapter Two that stated telecommunication is
getting more popular (Ahrens, 1997). In the near future, the demand on
telecommunication equipment is expected to be increased.
The regression analysis revealed that the following features were important in a
business center:
•

Fax service;

•

Black/white printout from laptop/diskette;

•

Black/white copies;

•

Shipping service.

In terms o f the use of business services in the business centers, this study showed
that the frequent travelers are more likely than nonfrequent travelers to use some business
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services such as message taking services, fax services, shipping services, printout
services, private conference room and teleconferencing equipment.

Discussion for In-room Business Services
A regression analysis revealed an oversize working desk was the most important
in-room business amenity. It was also an important feature for business traveler's hotel
selection. It is not a surprising result considering that result indicated that 81.8 percent o f
respondents worked in their guestroom when they travel for business.
Internet access through phone line was the next important in-room business
service amenity. However, TV access to web (2.64) was ranked near the bottom o f all
measured in-room business service amenities. It appears that this study suggests business
travelers prefer to have Internet through phone line rather than through the TV in the
guestroom.
When comparing availability o f access to the Internet access through business
center and through the guestroom, business travelers prefer Internet access through the
guestroom. In addition, video games accessible to TV were not an important in-room
business service.
For the different types o f travelers, frequent business travelers consider oversize
working desk, fax machine, and speakerphone as important in-room business service
amenity more so than nonfrequent business travelers. This is not a surprising finding
given that a technologically equipped guestroom was a more important hotel selection
feature for frequent travelers.
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Implications
The results of this study have important marketing implications. This study
suggests that availability o f business service amenities in the hotel is very important for
business travelers’ hotel selection. As the concept of office away fi-om the office is
rapidly spreading through the hotel industry, it is important that hotels offer business
services. The information obtained in this study benefits the hotel industry and the
tourism industry so that they can offer and design business services that fit the needs and
wants o f today’s business travelers.
The finding of the unpopularity of the computers either in a business center and a
guestroom is important to the hotel industry. Instead of spending thousands dollars to
purchase computers, an oversize desk with good lighting is much more favorable for their
working guests. In addition to oversize working desk, enough power jacks around the
desk and a data port can provide more convenience to a guest who carries laptops.
Hotel marketers can use the differences in hotel selection criteria between
frequent travelers and nonfirequent travelers. Hotels wanting to attract frequent travelers
might stress an oversize-working desk, the technologically equipped guestroom, the hotel
uses information from guests' prior stays and airline or hotel reward program in their
advertising.
Increased spending on new technological business services costs large sums of
money. The hotel should not save money by reducing standard features—clean rooms,
fiiendly and fast service, and value at a fair price. Business travelers want additional
business services features but not at the expense o f comfort.
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Limitations
Three limitations restrict any generalization that may be drawn from this
research. The first limitation is that the samples were selected from only two SourcesCaesars Palace Hotel and Hotel and Resort Destination Co. Obviously, business travelers
stay at other hotels when traveling for business.
The second limitation is that the sample is not representative of all business
travelers across the U.S.. Specifically, only 12.7 percent of the population lives in
California and Arizona, yet, this study had 32.9 percent of respondents from these two
states.
The third limitation is that there was no attempt made to contact non-respondents
because of budget constrains. Clearly, it is important to understand how, and if, non
respondents differ from respondents.

Recommendation for Futiure Research
Based on the findings of this study, the following research possibilities are
suggested.
First, future researchers should include international business travelers. Since the
U.S. is one o f the economic leading countries, there are tremendous numbers of
international business travelers who visit the U.S. for business purposes. Therefore, it
will be useful study to find what international business travelers' hotel selection factors
and their needs and wants are concerning business service amenities. Since different
nations have their own culture, there may be difference among hotel selection factors or
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their business services needs and wants by guests o f different nationality. It would help
hotel managers o f international business oriented destination areas.
Future researchers should also test more varieties of business service amenities.
Since technology develops so fast, there always will be new technologies available, which
can help business travelers to be productive. It is important to hotel

m anager?;

keep their

facilities updated, not in behind of their guest's technological needs.
Finally, future researchers should test business guests' needs or their hotel
selection features for different market segments—different types of properties, for
example, full service luxury hotel, upscale full service hotel, basic full service hotel,
economy limited service hotel, economy hard budget hotel. It is expected there are some
differences in business guests' needs or their hotel selection for different market
segments. This study will help managers of different types of hotels to develop
marketing strategies, which fit the needs and wants o f different market segments.
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APENDIXA

University of Nevada at Las Vegas
William F. Harrah College of Hotel Administration
Dear Business Traveler :
My name is Won S. Sec, and I am a graduate student at die University of Nevada at Las V%as. In partial
fulfillment of my Master of Hotel Administration, I am conducting a research project on the use of hotel
business centers.
,
The purpose of this project is to obtain results which will more closely identify the business caiter needs of
business travelers. Information gathered fi'om this stucfy will assist hotel management in designing business
services vriiich will help travelers be more productive wïiile lodging at hotels.
Would you please take a few moments to complete the attached questionnaire and return it in the selfaddressed, stamped envelope? If you have any questions about this survey, please contact my professor.
Dr. Shoemaker, the Office o f Sponsored Programs or me at one of the addresses listed below.
Although I carmot pay you ffir your time, I can offer you the chance to win a two night stay at a major
resort hotel on the Las Vegas Strip. I also hope you will take satis&cdon in knowing that you were
instrumental in both helping a graduate student earn his Master's Degree and assisting hotel managers in
developing better services for business travelers.
I would be grateful if you could answer all of the questions on the attached survey and return it to me by
October 10,1997. Ttumk you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Won S. Seo
Office of Sponsored Programs
(702) 895-1357
Won S. Seo
4248 Spencer Street #232
Las Vegas, NV 89119
(702) 369-5986

Dr. Stowe Shoemaker
UNLV
548 Beam Hall
Las Vegas, NV 89119
(702) 895-1794

Put my name in the drawing for a free two night stay in Las Vegas. (Please include this sheet
along with the survey. The two will be separated to protect anonymity.) Attach business card
or write address below.
Name

____________________________

When traveling for business purposes.

Company ____________________________

what percentage of the time do you carry

Address

a lap top computer?

____________________________

______ %

__________________________ (if never, please write 0%)
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Section A. Please think for a m om ent about traveling for business purposes
where
you stayed overnight in paid accommodations. (Please check
appropriate answers.)
1. During the last 12 months how often did you travel for business purposes where you stayed
overnight in paid accommodations? _________ times
2. How many nights is your average length of stay when traveling on business?
O ne
Two
Three
Four
Five or m ore____
3. During the last 12 months, how many o f the business trips were for each o f the following
reasons? (Mark all that apply)
National or regional sales meetings
___
Conventions or trade shows
___
Training and development meetings ___
Executive conferences
___
Consulting projects
___
Sales calls_______________________ ___
Presentations
___
Management development seminars ___
Client meetings
___
Others
___
Total
___
4. Please continue to think about the business trips in the last 12 months. How many times did
you stay in the following types of properties?
a. Full service luxury (ex. Four Seasons, Ritz Carlton)
___
b. Upscale full service (ex. Hilton, Hyatt, Sheraton, Westin, Radisson,
Marriott, Stoujfer)
___
c. Basic full service (ex. Holiday Inn, Ramada Inn, Quality Inn,
Courtyard by M arriott) _________________________________
d. Economy limited service (ex. Hampton Inns, Fairfield, Comfort Inns,
Days Inns, La Quinta, Holiday Inn Express)
___
e. Economy hard budget (ex. M otel 6, Sleep Inns, Microtel)
___
Total ___
5. How many times did you pay the following rates per night when traveling for business
purposes in the last 12 months? (Mark all that apply)
Less than $50___ ____
$51 - 80
____
$81-110
____
$111-140
____
$141 - 170_____ ____
$171 -200
____
More than $200 ____
Total
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6. Now, please think about your reasons for choosing one hotel over another. How important
are the following features in your selection o f a hotel when traveling on business? (Please
circle the appropriate number.)
Not At All
Important

Availability of a business center on premise

Extremely Do Not
Important Know

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Guest room has a large working desk

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Airline or hotel reward program

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

The hotel provides you upgrades when available

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

through the guestroom

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

The decor of the guestroom

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

The hotel has a frequent stayer program that allows
you to earn points towards free accommodations

The hotel uses information from your prior stays
to customize services for you
The hotel offers technologically equipped guestrooms
so the room can become an office
Free local telephone calls
Availability of access to the internet
through the business center
Availability of access to the internet

Section B. Now, please think about your use o f business centers when you are
traveling for business purposes. By business centers, w e mean the
area in the hotel where you can utilize business service amenities such as
computers, fax machines, photo copy machines etc.
1. How many of the hotels you stayed in during the business trips in the last 12 months had a
business center? _______
2. How many times did you use the business center in the hotel where you were staying while
traveling on business in the last 12 months? ________
3. When traveling overnight during the last 12 months for business, did you work in your
hotel room?
Yes
, _______ hours per day
No
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4. When traveling for business, how often do you need the following services? (Please circle the
appropriate number.)
Do Not
Never
All The Time Know
2
Black/white copies
1
3
4
5
6
7
X
Color copies
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
X
Sending faxes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Receiving faxes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Black/white printout from laptop/diskette

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Color printouts from laptop/diskette
Internet access

1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Telephone modem rental

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Word processing services

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Message taking services

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Delivery messenger services

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Teleconferencing equipment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Audiovisual equipment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Binding service

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Computer rental

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Use of data port

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Cellular phone rental

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Beeper rental

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Black/white transparency copies
Color transparency copies

1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Private conference room

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Speaker phone rental

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Shipping services

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

Creation of business cards

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X

1

2
2

3

4

6

7

3

4

5
5

6

7

X
X

Advice/assistance with software
on computer problems

Infocus projecter
for Power Point presentation
Other needs

1
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5. Which type o f computer do you use when traveling on business?
DBM comparables
MACINTOSH
Either____
6. What kind o f software would you use in a business center? (Please check all that apply.)
WordPerfect _______
MSWord
Harvard Graphics_______
Lotus 123
Excel
Others
__________ ______
Power Point
ACT
Assume the follow ing are available in a business center at a hotel where you frequently stay.
7-a. At what price would each of the following services be too expensive that you would not use
it? (Please, write down price in column a.)
7-b. At what price would you expect to pay for each of the following services? (Please, write
down price in column b.)
Never have a need
for this service
(a)
(b)
Black/white copies
per page
$
$
per page
Color copies
per page
$
$
per page
Sending faxes

$

per page

$

per page

Receiving faxes

$

per page

$

per page

$

per page

$

per page

Color printouts from laptop/diskette

$

per page

$

per page

Black/white transparency copies

$

per page

$

per page

Color transparency copies

$

per page

$

per page

Secretary support (e.g. tying service)

$

per hour

$

per hour

Internet access

$

per hour

$

per hour

Computer rental

$

per hour

$

per hour

$

per hour

$

per hour

$

per day

$

per day

Black/white printout
from laptop/diskette

Infocus projecter
for Power Point presentation
Cellular phone rental

8. How much do you spend on average in the business center? $_
9. How important are the following features in your hotel room when traveling for business
purposes? (Please circle the appropriate number.)
Not Important

Very Important

TV access to web

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

In-room video games accessible to TV
Fax machine

1
1

2

3

5

6

7

2

3

4
4

5

6

7

Computer

1

2

Printer
Speaker phone

1
1

2
2

3
3
3

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

4
4
4
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Oversize working desk

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Internet access through phone line

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10. What hours o f business center operation would you be most suitable for your need?
(Check one for each column.)
Hours

Days O f Week

24 hours
Regular business hours (8am - 5pm)
6 a m - 9 p m _____
Others
to

Monday - Friday _____
7 days a week
_____

Section C. T he next questions are to collect personal data so that w e can compare
responses. (Please check appropriate answers.)
1. Gender? Male

Female

2. Age?

31-40___ 41-50___

21-30___

51-60___

over 60.

3. What is your annual income before taxes?
Less than $25,000
____
$25,001-$50,000
____
$50,001-$75,000
____
$75,001-$100,000
____
$100,001-$125,000
____
$125,001-$150,000
____
$150,001-$175,000
____
$175,001-$200,000
____
More than $200,000
____
4. In which state do you currently live?

_____________

5. Please describe your employment position?
Consultant
____
Middle management ____
Training management ____
Sales
____
Top management
____
Engineering
____
Other
6. Are you enrolled in hotel frequent stayer programs?
Yes
Which ones_____________________
N o____
7. Are you enrolled in frequent flyer programs?
Yes
Which ones_____________________
No
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Plots of Regression for Business Service Amenities in the Business Center
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Plots of Regression for Business Service Amenities in the Guestroom
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TO :
FROM:
RE:

o f

NEVADA

LAS

VEGAS

September 5, 1997
Won S . Sec
M/S 6021 (HTLM)
. JOr. Wrlliam E. Schulze, Director
ffice of Sponsored Programs (X1357)
Status of Humaui Subject Protocol Entitled:
"Business Center in Hotel; What does Business
Travelers Want"
OSP #604sG997-071e

The protocol for the project referenced above has been
reviewed by the Office of Sponsored Programs and it has been
determined that it meets the criteria for exemption from
full review by the UNLV human subjects Institutional Review
Board. This protocol is approved for a period of one year
from the date of this notification and work on the project
may proceed.
Should the use of humaui subjects described in this protocol
continue beyond a year from the date of this notification,
it will be necessary to request am extension.
If you have any questions regarding this information, please
contact Marsha Green in the Office of Sponsored Programs at
895-1357.

cc: S. Shoemaker (HTLM-6021)
OSP File

Office of Sponsored Programs
4505 Maryland Parkway • Box 451037 • Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-1037
(702) 895-1357 • FAX (702) 895-4242
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